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INTRODUCTION
The pristine white interior of a space shuttle’s corridor is lined with several rebel soldiers,
their blasters at the ready aimed at an unknown target up ahead. They shift in their positions
(figure 1), visibly anxious and tense, until the door is suddenly awash with sparks of fire until it
falls from its frame and smoke pours out from behind. Countless soldiers covered in white barge
into the hallway from the dilapidated door frame, engaging the rebels in a chaotic crossfire of
bright red lasers. One by one, the rebels are picked off, collapsing in the hallway after a fatal
shot, and a sense of dread washes over you: these guys are losing to the troopers who are covered
in what looks to be some galactic PVC pipe material! Some manage to scurry away farther back
in the opposite direction, shooting aimlessly behind them as impossibly more troopers follow in
pursuit.

Figure 1: Several rebel soldiers aim at the ready towards a doorway facing them, their rag-tag outfits in stark
contrast to the clinical white world around them. Image courtesy of Lucasfilm.

The camera pans back to the original doorway through which these troopers stormed, and
residual trails of smoke bloom over the threshold as a new figure emerges: clothed in black with
a mechanical apparatus at his chest and serenaded by composer John Williams’ trumpeted
fanfare, you meet the terrible Darth Vader for the very first time (figure 2). Flanked by troopers,
Vader steps over the threshold and wordlessly surveys the mass of fallen rebels at his feet. You
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hear a metallic sound resembling breathing and realize the electrical panel on his chest seems to
be aiding Vader in this basic bodily function. Covered in dark robes and a skull-like helmet, you
cannot help but wonder who, or what, lies underneath.

Figure 2: Darth Vader and his Stormtroopers survey the dead rebels at their feet, their own helmeted appearances
distinct from the human faces of the rebels they killed. Image courtesy of Lucasfilm.

The scene shifts to a round-topped blue and white droid, into which a young woman
clothed in white inserts a rectangular disc. The clamor of the shootout echoes in the hallway, but
this woman, Leia Organa, is safely but briefly secluded in a dark room, hidden from the sight of
Vader and his troopers. She stoops to the blue and white droid’s height to place something into
the droid’s apparatus, far enough away that we are unsure of what exchange is taking place here.
Is she helping the droid, or hindering him? A second droid enters, shining in gold metal and
resembling a humanoid figure. Visibly startled and on edge, he spots the woman with the blue
droid before she quickly retreats into the darkness of the room (figure 3). This is our introduction
to Princess Leia Organa of the Rebellion: she has just transferred the Death Star construction
plans to the blue and white droid named R2-D2, successfully keeping the plans out of Vader’s
reach and prolonging the Rebellion’s life for just a bit longer before she is discovered and
arrested by some of Vader’s Stormtroopers.
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Figure 3: Princess Leia manages to slip the Death Star plans into the R2-D2 droid, ensuring the Rebellion’s
longevity before she is later apprehended by Darth Vader’s Stormtroopers. Image courtesy of Lucasfilm.

Back with Vader, he and his troopers have subdued the rebels and Vader himself grips
one rebel by the neck, demanding that they reveal the location of some plans for a “Death Star.”
As Vader continues to choke him, the rebel frantically squeaks out, “We’re on a diplomatic
mission!” as he dangles at Vader’s mercy (figure 4). With troopers standing by in silence, Vader’s
sheer power enables him to choke this man with apparent ease as the music swells with intensity
and he forcefully commands the rebel to comply. Before he can interrogate the rebel further, the
crack of bones and a weak groan from the rebel signal his death at Vader’s hands. Turning to his
troopers, Vader demands they “tear this ship apart until you find those plans” (Lucas, 1977) as he
tosses the dead man aside and disappears in a sweeping storm of black. This is Star Wars
Episode IV: A New Hope.

Figure 4: Darth Vader’s vast power and strength in the Force are demonstrated by his ability to choke a Rebel soldier
to death. Image courtesy of Lucasfilm.
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In the dark of the night in a different world, stormtroopers resembling their imperial
counterparts swarm a desert village, apprehending citizens left and right as cries of fear and laser
blasts fill the sky in the opening scenes of Episode VIII: The Force Awakens. We are thirty years
in the future after the standoff between Darth Vader and Princess Leia’s Rebels. While the
troopers in this new setting are similar to those surrounding Darth Vader in Episode IV: A New
Hope, a different kind of aura oozes off their person: the white armor appears even shinier, and
their helmets are more streamlined, indicating a shift towards increased efficiency and
functionality. Where Darth Vader’s troopers simply overcame the small band of rebels guarding
their own ship, a different aura surrounds these new troopers and their mission: they are
demonstrably deliberative in instilling terror into the villagers, eager to antagonize rather than
just subdue.
Out of the sky in a cloud of mist not dissimilar to the smoke emanating from the
doorframe through which Darth Vader entered, a black ship with bird-like wings lands in a flurry
of sand and steam. A slanted landing strip emerges from the ship’s body, and again a figure
clothed in all black stomps off the ship, flanked by these new and improved stormtroopers
against the backdrop of John Williams’ impeccable brass-forward score (figure 5). This is your
introduction to Kylo Ren, a high-ranking member of the formidable First Order rising from the
Empire’s ashes. Again, something is still different about this figure in comparison to Darth
Vader: where Vader’s physical uniform conveys a crisp, orderly appearance with his neatly
measured cape and mechanical apparatus, Kylo Ren’s robes are visibly tattered and his helmet
bears several dents and marks when it is not obscured by Kylo’s equally tattered hood. In 1977
you might have wondered what was under Vader’s mask as a result of his robotic torso, but in
2015 Kylo Ren’s is a scrappier, more unhinged silhouette.
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Figure 5: The grandson of Darth Vader, Kylo Ren emulates the Empire aesthetically and politically by again
ensnaring the galaxy in a dark authoritarian regime thirty years after the fall of the Empire. Image courtesy of
Lucasfilm.

A terse exchange between Kylo Ren and Lor San Tekka lays the groundwork that shrouds
Kylo’s origins in mystery, at least temporarily. Kylo grandstands about the successful
subordination of the village and predicts Tekka’s subsequent compliance: “The map to
Skywalker, we know you’ve found it… and now, you’re going to give it to the First Order”
(Abrams, 2015). The scene then diverges from the path set before by Darth Vader and the
nameless rebel, when Vader wasted little time choking his victim to death after failing to draw
out any information about the Death Star plans. Tekka bravely chooses to engage in conversation
with Kylo, patiently exposing his facade of terror and power by reminding him, “the First Order
rose from the Dark side… you did not.” Kylo instantly spits back, “I’ll show you the Dark side,”
and Tekka responds with his last words: “You may try, but you cannot deny the truth that is your
family.” With a cavalier and almost casual tone, Kylo muses, “You’re so right,” before igniting
his fiery red lightsaber and striking Tekka down in one fell swoop.
Up to this point Kylo Ren and his fleet of stormtroopers have cosmetically replicated the
aesthetics of Vader’s Empire, down to his own black uniform and the troopers’ sleek white
armor; however, when inspected in greater detail, cracks emerge in the imitation. Kylo’s outfit is
looser and his frayed cowl wraps him in a different kind of mystery than Vader’s form-fitting
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bodysuit, but he moves with a stiffness that is difficult to place. Vader demonstrates his power
primarily through Force-choking his targets with a calm and cold calculation; Kylo Ren veers
from this demeanor by conversing with Tekka but also through the physical composition of his
lightsaber. In Star Wars films prior to Episode VII: The Force Awakens, lightsabers followed a
relatively simple and straightforward design very much like a sword or staff. Their plasma blades
extended from their handles in a straight line and rarely deviated from the standard colors of
blue, green, red, and a single purple color for Mace Windu in the prequel trilogy. In contrast,
Kylo’s lightsaber incorporates a hilt at the fighting end of the handle that provides additional
ventilation for the unstable kyber crystal powering the saber. Instead of the smooth, vibrating
hum of traditional lightsabers, Kylo’s crackles and roars with the air of freshly unrestrained
chaos and power, crackling with galactic electricity. Kylo’s saber is an extension of himself: a
replication of what has come before, but with an unstable and mysterious foundation that
threatens to self-destruct. We cannot help but be drawn to him in a way that differs from his
mechanically breathing predecessor, thanks in part because of the insight Tekka provides in his
exchange with Kylo. Who is Kylo Ren’s family? How did he turn to the Dark side?
These opening scenes serve a second function beyond simply introducing the formidable
villains at the forefront of the original and sequel trilogies. As this section demonstrates, the
films’ intentional juxtaposition of their iconic entrances with crucial exchanges within the parties
actively organizing against these villains causes us as the audience to witness the dichotomous
and binarized nature of the Star Wars film franchise: as death and destruction follow Vader and
Kylo wherever they go, the narrative maintains a small glimmer of hope in the presence of
characters like Princess Leia and R2-D2 or Poe Dameron and BB-8. Each party manages to
quietly advance the cause of their respective resistance in the throes of militant invasions with
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significant collateral damage. We watch R2-D2 and C-3PO narrowly avoid Darth Vader and his
troopers via an escape pod immediately after witnessing several rebels die in the effort to transfer
the stolen Death Star plans to Rebel leadership; BB-8 rolls to safety with the map secured and
watches the village go up in flames from afar. The order of operations is deliberate and the visual
vocabulary is intentional: Darth Vader and Kylo Ren are swathed in black, while the rebel
Princess Leia dons a white hooded gown; the black and white color scheme of the Stormtrooper
uniform suggests a blurred line of allegiances as evidenced by Finn’s arc in Episode VII: The
Force Awakens. Each Star Wars film intentionally lays out these binaries visually and story-wise
through the use of melodrama as explained by literary critic Cyrus Patell:
Melodrama is a tool that enables viewers to realize quickly who the ‘good guys’ and ‘bad
guys’ are in the world of a film. … Melodrama is another form in which it is easy to
detect structures of praise and blame. … Star Wars appears to set up a moral system that
is black and white, only to then complicate it by allowing gray areas to appear when we
think closely about what we have seen.
(Patell, 2021)
Calculated selections of aesthetics and symbols are embedded in the Star Wars films and the
binaristic foundation on which melodrama rests is particularly ripe for exploration, most
importantly because the very nature of the binary is presented, explored, and questioned
differently in each trilogy of films. While Star Wars orbits around different galactic wars as
evidenced by the saga’s name, conflicts emerge at all levels in characters, institutions, and
structures, lending themselves to multiple theoretical analyses. This project seeks to explore
various degrees of resistance to binary structures as they appear in the Star Wars film franchise.
Most scholarship compares Star Wars tropes to real-world political events, but my work
examines the thematic implications of resistance as a centerpiece of the saga’s premise. Through
the frameworks of political science, film, cultural, and gender studies paired with analytical
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lenses like deconstruction and poststructuralism, I dissect and explore resistance to the binarized
dynamics of Star Wars as manifested through individual character arcs, political dynamics, and
power structures.
There are countless characters and stories within the Star Wars universe, but the scope of
this paper primarily focuses on character arcs and plotlines within the original and sequel trilogy
films, which were released between 1977-1983 and 2015-2019 respectively; while the prequel
trilogy (released between 1999 and 2005, depicting events before the original trilogy) provides
key background information on the synonymous rise of Darth Vader and the Empire and the fall
of the Republic, it suffers from choppy dialogue and a predetermined overarching plot. With the
original trilogy emerging twenty years before the prequels were released, the end of Anakin
Skywalker’s journey was obvious and the prequels’ purpose was simply to demonstrate how the
Empire emerged and Anakin became the formidable Darth Vader. To this end, I find that
character arcs, political structures, and institutions within the prequels are somewhat bound by
their fixed destinies as we meet them at the beginning of the original trilogy. They are, in fact,
largely constructed as exposition for the narrative of the original trilogy rather than stand-alone
narratives in their own right. In contrast, the original and sequel trilogies follow the continuous
and forward-looking development of key central protagonists (Luke Skywalker, Leia Organa,
Han Solo, etc.) who form the emotional core of the Skywalker Saga, with the sequel trilogy
introducing new characters and plots for a new generation. While I examine aspects of the
prequels’ plots and characters in their own right, the bulk of this paper utilizes the original and
sequel trilogies as main areas of focus to deconstruct and critically analyze.
This thesis is separated into three sections. Section I: “Resisting Bloodlines, Destinies,
and Traditions” examines Luke Skywalker and Rey Skywalker’s respective character arcs in
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regards to their familial lineages through psychoanalytical and deconstructive frameworks;
Section II: “Resisting Gender Norms and Expectations” outlines the depictions of the most
prominent women in Star Wars films: Leia Organa, Jyn Erso, Padmé Amidala, and Rey
Skywalker; an additional chapter interrogates the sequel trilogy villain Kylo Ren through a
feminist lens; the third and final section, “Resisting Binaries and Absolutes,” again employs
deconstructivism and poststructuralism to explore the utility of masks and helmets and their
contributions to characters’ behavioral performances, the toxicity of the films’ enduring
good-evil binary. My conclusion explores Luke Skywalker’s character arc as representative of
the Star Wars films’ ubiquitous legacy of failure in order to explore the implications of
considering the collapsing binaries that we find throughout the Star Wars franchise, and
expanding that consideration to the binaries in our own world.
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I. RESISTING BLOODLINES, DESTINIES, AND TRADITIONS
Luke Skywalker and the legacy of Darth Vader: I Am a Jedi, Like My Father Before Me
In this section, I will explore the character development of Star Wars’ central protagonist,
Luke Skywalker, through the lens of psychoanalysis. This in turn sheds light on the franchise’s
adoption and promotion of structural binaries like light and dark or good and evil. Throughout
the three installments of the original Star Wars trilogy, Luke Skywalker’s youthful perspective
evolves from a revered curiosity of the newfound worlds before him as well as his fresh
development of the Force, to one resolved to destroy the evil Empire and bring his father back
into the light after decades as a Sith. While he navigates new friendships with Han Solo and
Princess Leia as well as the loss of his initial family unit after his aunt and uncle are killed,
Luke’s journey primarily grapples with his own identity after learning the truth of his father
being Darth Vader. The original trilogy’s Luke Skywalker simultaneously dismantles the galaxy’s
notions of light and dark as they are established before him as well as directly interacts with, and
subverts, the conventions of Freudian psychoanalysis as it pertains to familial relationships and
repressed urges. By way of his relationship with his father Darth Vader and all it entails,
Skywalker embodies particular aspects of psychoanalytical theory while actively deconstructing
others to mobilize a story centered around familial belonging and crossing what appears to be the
binary line dividing the Light and Dark sides of the Force. Luke’s active engagement with the
Force, the Dark side of which his mentors Obi-Wan and Yoda explicitly encourage him to subdue
(a direct connection to Freud’s ruminations on repression), and his dualistic fear of becoming
another Darth Vader and hope to pull his father back to the Light side (reflecting Lacan’s ideas
about symbols and rebellion against them), speak to a way of viewing the original trilogy as
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simultaneously establishing explicit binaries and then utilizing Luke’s arc to suggest how they
can be overcome.
Star Wars’ critics have long recognized the franchise’s viability for psychoanalytic
readings going back to George Lucas’s fascination with Joseph Campbell’s concept of the Hero’s
Journey (explored in Mary Klages’ chapter on structuralism), which has been unquestionably
established as an influence on Lucas’ original storyline for Episode IV: A New Hope (Lucas,
1977). Campbell’s work was in turn heavily influenced by Carl Jung, one of Sigmund Freud’s
most famous collaborators and the originator of the modern psychoanalytic concepts of
archetypes and “the shadow” (Jung, 1958), two concepts in particular that seem to have
resonance with the Star Wars universe:
Good does not become better by being exaggerated, but worse, and a small evil becomes
a big one through being disregarded and repressed. The Shadow is very much a part of
human nature, and it is only at night that no shadows exist.
Psychoanalytic readings of Star Wars have long recognized the ways in which the plot-based
narrative of Luke Skywalker’s development as a character mirrors the psychosexual development
of all adolescent males. At the start of Episode IV: A New Hope, Luke must leave his
comfortable home on Tatooine and move into the “outside world,” as all heroes must do in
Campbell’s famous structure. He must also face the threatening father figure (Darth Vader), who
seeks to defend the phallus against the son whose own process of maturation depends on the
moment of challenging and ultimately defeating the looming figure of the parent in order to
move into adulthood. The rest of the plots of the remaining Star Wars films can be read—and
have been read—as more or less continuing to conform to a traditional psychoanalytic
framework in much the same way.
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While these readings of the franchise are not exactly incorrect, my analysis here seeks to
push the traditionally male-centered psychoanalytic readings of Star Wars and expand beyond
them for more complex, less binaristic interpretations of the films. This approach allows for
ambiguity and more nuanced understandings of the function of good and evil, gender, and
psychosexual discourse particularly in the three Star Wars film trilogies. In this respect, I am
challenging the Freudian psychoanalytic reading of the franchise, but refining and supporting the
poststructuralist psychoanalytic reading of it. Luke is incredibly repulsed by everything that the
Dark side of the Force encompasses, both in his direct and indirect interactions with it. When in
Episode IV: A New Hope he returns home to see his aunt and uncle’s smoldering carcasses,
which is implied to be the work of Imperial Stormtroopers, this scene becomes a turning point at
which Luke’s allegiance to the Rebellion transforms into his personal response to the call of
duty: he experiences significant personal loss at the hands of an otherwise distantly oppressive
Empire and commits to fulfilling its destruction, joining the Rebellion’s cause. Later on in the
same movie, he bears witness to his father figure, Obi-Wan Kenobi, dying at the hands of Darth
Vader in a lightsaber duel. At this point, Luke and first-time audiences are unaware that Vader is
actually Luke’s father; however, upon repeat viewings and with the additional knowledge of the
trilogy’s second and third installments, Kenobi’s death by Vader’s saber bears great emotional
depth for Luke as he is the son of Darth Vader himself. These instances of darkness to which
Luke bears witness embody the greater evils of the Dark side of the Force itself, which Luke
subconsciously represses as a result in his journey towards becoming a Jedi and thus the
antithesis of his father, Darth Vader.
Perhaps the most potent instance of Luke’s disgust with the Dark side occurs during his
training on the planet Dagobah with Yoda in Episode V: Empire Strikes Back. While he
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demonstrates growth and strength in the Force through physical agility, jumping and running
with Master Yoda upon his back, Luke faces a crucial emotional test in a cave: as he cautiously
walks through, he encounters none other than Darth Vader himself and the two immediately
engage in a lightsaber fight that ends with Luke decapitating Vader. Vader’s helmet rolls on the
swamp’s ground, then is engulfed in an explosion of smoke that fades to reveal Luke’s own face
staring back at him. The combined effects of this scene edited to play in slow motion, along with
the Star Wars theme playing in a minor key as opposed to its original major key as Luke stares at
himself, indicate a significant departure in the Star Wars story as it transpired before Luke’s cave
encounter. This Force vision suggests both to Luke and first-time audiences that this hero-villian
match is unique, not simply good guy versus bad guy: there is something more insidious at play
here, hinting towards Luke’s paternal lineage and the final battle in the trilogy’s last installment,
Episode VI: Return of the Jedi.
After the revelation of Darth Vader identifying himself as Luke’s father at the end of
Empire Strikes Back, much of Return of the Jedi centers around an unanswered question: what
does it mean for Luke, a bastion of goodness and light, to be a direct descendant of the
formidable Darth Vader? Luke is physically, emotionally, and morally revolted by the ways of
the Sith and by extension the Empire, but he is willing to engage with both if it means he can
bring his father back to the Light side of the Force and save his friends across the galaxy. As the
trilogy progresses, Luke contradicts what Freud considers the natural conclusion of repressed
urges and castration anxiety: instead of fearing whether his father will literally castrate him, harm
him otherwise or even kill him, Luke fears losing the opportunity for his father to be redeemed
and join the Light side of the Force again. While Luke’s repulsion of the dark might reflect one’s
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repulsion of Freud’s suggestions surrounding the Oedipus complex, he represses it until he can
utilize Dark side Force behaviors to achieve his goal of saving his father.
Said engagement with the Dark side manifests most explicitly in Return of the Jedi, when
Luke’s first appearance is at Jabba the Hutt’s palace, dressed in all black and wrapped in a
hooded cloak. Already, we understand this Luke to be different from the one we knew in Hope
and Empire: visually, his clothes signal his shift from pure goodness into murkier waters (figure
1), but his scene with Jabba hints towards this as well. Whereas in Hope he whines at his uncle,
“But I was going into Tosche Station to pick up some power converters!” in a whiny childlike
tone, he utilizes Jedi mind tricks to convince Bib Fortuna to allow him to approach Jabba: “You
will take me to Jabba now.” Even before he confronts Jabba, Luke employs the Force to choke
the Gamorrean guards in order to access Jabba’s palace, something previously done only by
Darth Vader. Further on, he demands that Jabba hand over Han Solo and his friends, warning
Jabba that he will be “destroyed” if he is noncompliant in the same breath that he advises Jabba
“not to underestimate [his] powers.” While mind tricks are demonstrably utilized previously by
Jedi like Obi-Wan Kenobi, this instance on Luke’s part indicates his strength in the Force by way
of his training as well as his willingness to bend others towards his will.

Figure 1: Luke cuts a visibly darker figure at the beginning of Episode VI: Return of the Jedi, signifying his lineage
as Darth Vader’s son; his personal struggle between the dark and the light; and the looming and inevitable battle
against his father and the Emperor. Image courtesy of Lucasfilm.
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At the end of Jedi, Luke again displays a Force capacity somewhere between light and
dark when, after an already exhausting battle with Vader, Luke repeatedly strikes his stumbling
father with no apparent intent to stop. Up to this point, Luke is determined to save his father from
the evils of the Dark side, but this aspect of their final battle implies that Luke, overcome by the
frustrations and emotions brought forth by both Vader and Palpatine’s persistent taunts, may no
longer be so committed to changing his father’s heart and is now considering just killing him in
the moment. Perhaps up to this point Luke has repressed the darker solutions to his father’s
identity as Darth Vader and instead hopes to peacefully and bloodlessly bring him back to the
Light side. It is important to note that Luke has no desire to join Palpatine and become his Sith
apprentice; instead, Luke wants to break the structured dynamic of the Sith master and
apprentice cycle, potentially crossing Force allegiances to do so. Barring inevitable deaths of
Stormtroopers caught on the Death Star or on Hoth, we never see Luke intentionally and
personally kill another being with such malicious intent behind the act. Here it is apparent that
the goodness of Luke’s character runs synonymous with the evil of Vader’s own, suggesting that
Luke could turn either way in regards to the Force. His father’s blood runs in his own veins and
he cannot avoid what appears to be his destiny as Vader’s son, and not Anakin’s, but Luke repels
the phallus of being Vader’s successor by throwing his saber away and preferring death over
becoming a Sith.
Ultimately, Luke Skywalker subverts Lacan’s conclusions of what is deemed “good” and
“bad” in regards to what individuals either retain in their consciousness or repress in their
subconsciousness. Due to her death immediately following his own birth, Luke has no mother for
whom he would kill his father in an attempt to connect with said mother sexually, nor does he
possess any personal urges, sexual or otherwise, to defeat Vader in order to replace him and rule
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the galaxy as Emperor Palpatine’s new Sith apprentice. During the climactic showdown scene at
the end of Jedi, the Emperor even goes so far as to command him at one point, “Now, fulfill your
destiny and take your father’s place at my side!” a hailing that explicitly invites Luke into the
Oedipal dynamic with Vader and also constructs the Emperor as feminized and feminizing
seduction personified. But Luke rejects this interpellation and instead humanizes his father by
seeing both the good and bad in him (as personified by Anakin Skywalker and Darth Vader
respectively), running counter to the psychoanalytic idea of becoming the phallus by choosing
his own death over becoming a Sith like his father and Emperor Palpatine. During the peak of the
scene, Luke symbolically sheathes his own lightsaber and proclaims, “I am a Jedi like my father
before me,” a self-castrating gesture that leaves him vulnerable to physical attack from both the
Emperor and Vader himself but ultimately keeps him in control of his own identity formation
process. Luke simply wants his father to dispose of the dark Darth Vader identity and become
Anakin Skywalker again, an idea that speaks to the core of the Star Wars film saga in its
nine-installment entirety: the idea of family, blood or otherwise, serving as the focal point
towards which all journeys should orient themselves. Be it galactic peace or domination, or
finally discovering a previously unknown personal identity, primary characters in the Star Wars
films demonstrate a need for belonging and balance in a galaxy where neither are universally
accessible, let alone guaranteed.
Rey Skywalker as a Palpatine: Some Things Are Stronger Than Blood
This section expands the same deconstructive lens applied to Luke Skywalker’s arc to
include Rey’s arc as the sequel trilogy’s protagonist. By reintroducing original trilogy characters
as supporting figures, the sequel trilogy balances Star Wars nostalgia with new approaches to the
lore as they appear with new characters and storylines. Rey represents the potential of ascending
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beyond the binaries the Star Wars films are built upon through her bloodline and arc in the
sequels. While the Star Wars sequel trilogy may be lambasted for lapses in storytelling and
continuity amongst other critiques, a surefire thread through its three installments appears in the
overarching themes of destiny and identity, primarily through the protagonist and heroine Rey.
Her character transforms from a humble scavenger living amongst the barren dunes of Jakku into
a steadfast Jedi bearing the mantle of the past Jedi and Sith both through her training and her
bloodline. At its core, Star Wars’ driving conflict could be perceived as a space parody of some
particularly dicey family dynamics, but its argument is the same: your bloodline, and those who
taint it in any form before you, do not determine your destiny nor your identity.
Luke Skywalker rebuffs the taunts of the Emperor and his father Darth Vader, staunchly
remaining in the light even after the identity of his father becomes known to him; likewise, Rey
in the sequel trilogy deconstructs her lineage as a Palpatine and ultimately breaks with what the
Emperor believes is her destiny as a result of her blood, instead finding family in her friends and
the Rebellion at large. Her active rejection of her bloodline is a core tenet of her development as
a character, but it also points to the fruitful work of what this thesis argues overall: that of
critiquing and evaluating past traditions, norms, and structures of life.
We can begin to identify predictors of Rey’s lineage, and her eventual response to it, in
scenes appearing before what I will call the “Palpatine revelation” in Episode IX: The Rise of
Skywalker. Rey’s lineage is not revealed until this final installment in the sequel trilogy, and was
subject to much exploration and debate by fans and pundits alike. A particularly poignant
example of Rey’s developing worldview (which will in turn impact her relationship to her
lineage) during her training with Luke in Episode VIII: The Last Jedi. Rey’s observations of
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cyclical dynamics on the planet Ahch-To speak to her developing understanding of the Force as
an energy premeditated on balance rather than an allegiance to the “light” or “dark” sides:
Rey: The island. Life. Death, and decay that feeds new life. Warmth. Cold. Peace.
Violence.
Luke: And between it all?
Rey: Balance. An energy. A Force.
(Johnson, 2017)
These same cyclical dynamics manifest in the relationship between the Skywalkers and
the Palpatines, the families through which Star Wars finds its core conflict. The Skywalkers
represent all that is light, life, and warmth; the Palpatines embody darkness, death, and cold.
While she does not yet know her ancestry during the events of The Last Jedi, Rey’s lineage
places her in the midst of the Skywalker-Palpatine convergence: she is indeed a Palpatine by
blood, but she is virtually raised and trained in the Force by two Skywalker siblings, Luke and
Leia. Moving further back, in Episode VII: The Force Awakens, Rey experiences a series of
disturbing visions after picking up Luke’s discarded lightsaber—which was his father Anakin’s
originally—in the basement of Maz Kanata’s palace. Kanata tells a dismayed Rey: “The
belonging you seek is not behind you. It is ahead” (Abrams, 2015). Rey indeed finds belonging
through the friendships she develops following this conversation with Maz as well as her
personal sensitivity to the Force. Maz’s words are meant for Rey to turn to the future and stop
looking back on the pivotal moment where she cries for her parents’ fading ship to come back
for her, but they can also represent a shift in how Star Wars’ familial conflict is portrayed: Rey’s
existence and personality suggest the possibility of shifting the legacies of the Palpatines and
Skywalkers, as well as dismantling the binary of the Force in the process.
In an interview with Bill Moyer in 1999, George Lucas noted that the Star Wars films
allow you to consider that “... you have control over your destiny, that you have many paths to
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walk down and [that] you may have a great destiny” (Patell, 210). Even though he did not
contribute to the production of the sequel trilogy, Lucas’s words ring true for Rey’s journey as
well. As a Palpatine, she is expected to carry on the family name’s legacy of galactic terror by
both her grandfather Sheev Palpatine as well as Kylo Ren, but she is demonstrably repulsed by
the implications of this, particularly when she discovers her capacity to utilize Force lightning in
a tussle with Kylo Ren in Episode IX, visualized in figure 1.

Figure 1: Rey learns of her rare ability to utilize Force lightning in a fight with Kylo Ren for a First Order carrier
that she mistakenly believes has her friend Chewbacca inside. Image courtesy of Lucasfilm.

Her Force lightning causes a First Order carrier to explode, presumably carrying the
beloved Wookiee Chewbacca within, and Rey is visibly distraught by her actions here (Abrams,
2019). While it turns out later that Chewbacca was on a different carrier, Rey is still perplexed by
her ability to conjure Force lightning, something only employed by Dark Force users before her.
It is unclear whether she is aware of the history of Force lightning or if she is more so horrified at
the extensive power she is able to wield almost instantaneously. The only other instances we see
of Force lightning are, tellingly, in Episode VI: Return of the Jedi when Palpatine uses it on Luke
in an attempt to kill him; in Episode III: Revenge of the Sith when Palpatine uses it to fight off
the Jedi who want to arrest him before his surge to power as Emperor; the third instance is when
Count Dooku and Yoda battle near the end of Episode II: Attack of the Clones. Dooku attacks
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Yoda with Force lightning, but Yoda manages to contain the power and reflect it back to Dooku.
Because the first on-screen instance of Force lightning appears through Palpatine, cinematic
signposting leads audiences to believe that Rey is indeed a Palpatine and her future lies with
Force lightning. However, Rey seems to realize Lucas’s idea about multiple paths of destiny as
she faces Palpatine and ultimately rejects his dogma.
At the time of the Chewbacca incident, Rey did not know for certain that she was related
to Palpatine, but much of Episode IX deals with her inner turmoil of the possibility. When Finn
mentions a map to Luke Skywalker in The Force Awakens, Rey lights up and admits she thought
Luke was “a myth” (Abrams, 2015). For someone as isolated as Rey on Jakku to know the story
of Luke Skywalker is indicative of the extent to which the impact of the original trilogy’s events
reached into the farthest corners of the galaxy, but Rey’s awareness of Luke implies much more:
for her to know Luke’s story, she must know that of Palpatine and the Empire, and this explains
why she is horrified at the prospect of being his granddaughter. Her internal conflict over this
idea is further exacerbated by Kylo Ren’s own taunts toward her as he shares the knowledge of
her lineage and weaponizes it against her to pull her toward the Dark side for his own selfish
means, first in Episode VIII: The Last Jedi and additionally throughout Episode IX: The Rise of
Skywalker. After fighting Kylo Ren atop the ruins of the Death Star, Rey retreats to Ahch-To
with the intention of self-imposed exile just as Luke Skywalker did before her: “I saw myself on
the dark throne. I won’t let it happen. I’m never leaving this place, I’m doing what you did”
(Abrams, 2019). Just as her mentor failed, Rey is convinced her fate as a Palpatine is sealed and
would rather save the galaxy the trouble of actualizing her supposed destiny; but instead of
reminding herself of her own encouragement she provided to Luke, her own clouded thinking
seems to obscure this tidbit from her mind when she decides to return to Ahch-To.
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Figure 2: Amidst the ruins of the Death Star, Rey encounters a Sith version of herself who tells her, “Don’t be afraid
of who you are.” Image courtesy of Lucasfilm.

After seeing both a Sith version of herself and sensing Leia’s death in the Force during a
battle with Kylo Ren on the ruins of the second Death Star, Rey sees no other option besides
isolation on the island planet, believing the Sith Rey she saw on the Death Star was her future.
As a Force ghost, Luke reminds Rey that exiling herself as he did would only be futile, as they
both do so under the chains of their own fear. Furthermore, Luke also tells Rey that Leia knew of
her ancestry too, but saw Rey’s true nature and did not judge her by her blood: “... she saw your
spirit. Your heart. Rey, some things are stronger than blood” (Abrams, 2019). The love and
compassion of both Luke and Leia, with their knowledge of Rey’s last name, speaks to Rey’s
own inherent goodness as an empathetic and warm character. Even when she stabs Kylo with his
own saber during their fight on the Death Star, Rey utilizes the Force healing abilities she used to
heal the snake in Pasaana to do the same for Kylo before she exiles herself on Ahch-To. From
her rescue of BB-8 to her determination to bring Kylo Ren back to the Light side, Rey
personifies a purity of soul that directly contradicts the Palpatine legacy that is corrupted by
greed and a thirst for power; while the constitution of her moral compass as inherently good
appears to perpetuate the binary of good and evil, Rey’s arc and her dabbles in the Dark side are
indicators that point to the choice of her goodness that holds greater power than the binary itself.
Rey’s soul is not pure in the sense that she is innocent and anyone who is “not pure” is not
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innocent; instead, she displays a genuine desire to help and care for others for the sake of their
well-being, something her grandfather Palpatine only employs if the end result aids in his greater
goal of galactic dominion.
Cyrus Patell puts it best in his own consideration and comparison of Rey’s experience
with her lineage to that of Luke’s: “... Rey is preserved by her ignorance, learning the truth only
when she has gained the confidence, the skills, and the relationships that enable her to regard
family not as destiny but as choice” (Patell, 82). Thirty years prior in Episode V: The Empire
Strikes Back, Master Yoda insinuates to Luke that, had he completed his Jedi training and not left
in a haste to save his friends on Bespin, he would have been better prepared for the news that his
father was actually Darth Vader. When on Tatooine at the end of Episode IX, Rey meets a woman
who asks the heroine who she is. After a beat, Rey responds, “I’m Rey. Rey Skywalker”
(Abrams, 2019). Four years after her introduction as a young scavenger yearning for her family
to return to her on Jakku, the Rey we know at the conclusion of the sequel trilogy is a complete
transformation of that longing identity, this time strengthened by her journey through Episodes
VII, VIII, and IX: she remains at heart the feisty heroine who saved BB-8 from the junk trader
Teedo, but she no longer finds her identity in what she is missing, which is initially her family.
She now stands as a confident Jedi, sure of her lineage and proud of her parents’ own attempts to
foil Palpatine’s plans, but also sure of the fact that she has found true family through Finn, Poe,
and her deceased mentors, Luke and Leia. Rey still participates in a binary lens of the galaxy by
remaining a Jedi, but she has destroyed the cycle of hatred and fear curated by her grandfather.
Therefore, calling herself a Skywalker represents Rey’s identification with a family that lived
and died in physical and ideological combat with her own bloodline that sought tyrannical rule
across the galaxy, and more importantly her rejection of said bloodline and all it represents.
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II. RESISTING GENDER NORMS AND EXPECTATIONS
The Women of Star Wars: Royals, Senators, Rebels, Generals, Nobodies, Badasses
In this section, I analyze four prominent women characters within the Star Wars films
through gender, sexuality, and cultural studies lens: Leia Organa, Jyn Erso, Padmè Amidala, and
Rey Skywalker. This three-pronged approach enables viewers to consider and critique the ways
in which real-world traditional gender norms are replicated and even deconstructed on-screen,
with varying results depending on who is under examination. Leia Organa of the original trilogy
operates relatively seamlessly as a cisgender woman in a male-dominated galaxy (as seen in the
films), but her storyline exemplifies how prevailing expectations of female performance can be
dismantled while one still remains feminine. This duality applies to Padmé Amidala of the
prequel trilogy, who is also Leia’s mother, to a limited extent: Padmé initially emerges as a
strong-willed, well-spoken leader of the political sphere but is eventually relegated to a shell of
her former self as she placidly watches her lover, Anakin Skywalker, turn to the Dark side. On
the other hand, Jyn Erso of the anthology film Rogue One: A Star Wars Story (preceding the
events of Episode IV: A New Hope) is another woman who contradicts traditional gender norms
by demonstrating her prowess in traditionally masculine attributes like combat skills and a cold,
staunch demeanor. The other women develop their arcs over their respective trilogies, but in one
film Jyn is able to learn the value of choice and political action that she can energize with her
own grief over the loss of her family. The sequel trilogy’s Rey Skywalker encapsulates the traits
of the women who come before her, balancing her earnest heart with passion for justice and hope
while battling her own conflicts and those of the galaxy at large. These leading women all bear
heavy physically resemblance to each other as they all share fair skin and similar shades of
brown hair, but their stories are ways in which Star Wars can and should shift beyond its own
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male-centric galaxy and Joseph Campbell’s equally male-centric and heteronormative hero’s
journey trope.
Leia Organa: Somebody Has to Save Our Skins
A senator hailing from the planet Alderaan, Princess Leia wastes no time in displaying
her sass from the moment Luke Skywalker meets her in her cell aboard the Death Star: “Aren’t
you a little short for a Stormtrooper?” (Lucas, 1977). Leia refuses to be placed in the “damsel in
distress” box, and this goes beyond the simple act of wearing a dress while shooting a blaster. In
Episode IV: A New Hope she is the woman sandwiched between Luke and Han to complete the
leading trio, exasperated by their respective manifestations of toxic masculinities: “the striving
for independence and self-assertion, and the opposite tendency, to remain safely home, tied to the
parents” (Brode, 2012). Luke is an overeager brotherly figure while Han pushes Leia’s buttons at
every turn. Rather than being silenced by their rancor and becoming the damsel in distress,
though, from the moment she emerges from her cell on the Death Star she is “a full-out rebel:
outspoken, unapologetic, sarcastic, even bossy, and, shooting and killing without hesitation with
the same skill as all the tough guys around her” (Silvio, 2007). Leia wastes no time in furthering
the Rebellion’s cause and escaping the Death Star, even if the two bickering men at her side can
occasionally be an exasperating nuisance. While she functions safely within the gender binary,
Leia’s nature is feisty and independent and she nurtures the people around her, ultimately willing
to die for the cause of galactic freedom from the Empire first and then the First Order.
Leia holds many titles throughout her arcs in the original and sequel trilogies, and
through these titles she chips away at traditional conceptualizations of femininity: she is at once
a princess “adopted into the royalty of Alderaan, a peaceful and wealthy society” (Brooker,
2020), a senator, and a military advisor, holding a position at the table when the Rebels organize
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their attack on the first Death Star in Episode IV: A New Hope. She is simultaneously a general
leading the Resistance against the First Order in the sequel trilogy, and a wife and mother
grieving the death of her husband Han Solo at the hands of her estranged son, the formidable
Kylo Ren. Like her mother Padmé, Leia participates in formal politics as a senator representing
her home planet, Alderaan, but this is not extensively explored like Padmé’s work in the
prequels. No matter her title or position, Leia is an enduring figure of stability and hope for the
rebellions that orbit her, and perhaps acts as such more effectively than her mother who seemed
oblivious to the evil makings of Palpatine right under her nose.
Leia never compromises her femininity for the galactic cause of freedom and the
destruction of the Empire: while it would have been logistically impossible for her to change into
an outfit more reasonably suited to shooting at Stormtroopers and escaping the Death Star, the
visual image of Leia in her iconic white dress throughout the events of Episode IV: A New Hope
is poignant nonetheless as seen in figure 1. She never trips or stumbles in the dress, nor is it an
area of focus for Han and Luke to belittle her about as they navigate the halls of the Death Star.
Blaster in hand and directives at the ready, Leia demonstrates her capacity to straddle both
feminine and masculine tropes as she bickers with Han while they scramble a getaway into a
nearby passage: “Into the garbage chute, flyboy!” (Lucas, 1977). Additionally, Leia’s femininity
is never inherently acknowledged as an inhibiting factor to her ability to fight alongside Luke
and Han: “Leia is a hero without losing her gendered status; she does not have to play the cute,
helpless sex kitten or become sexless and androgynous to get what she wants. She can be strong,
sassy, bossy, and bitchy, and still respected and seen as feminine” (Silvio, 2007). While Leia
identifies male-female gender dynamics and sexism within the binary, she also demonstrates how
cisgender women can be complex creatures without falling into sexist and harmful stereotypes.
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Figure 1: Taking charge of her own rescue mission, Princess Leia fends off Stormtroopers alongside Chewbacca,
left, and Han Solo, right, with a blaster in hand and still wearing her white senatorial gown. Image courtesy of
Lucasfilm.

Any discussions of Leia’s outfits or her character as a whole are remiss without
acknowledging the metal bikini she is forced to wear as a slave of the space gangster Jabba the
Hutt in Episode VI: The Return of the Jedi (figure 2). When Leia is caught by Jabba in her
attempt to rescue Han from his carbonite cell in Jabba’s palace, he enslaves her as punishment
and keeps her on display in a scant bikini outfit for his own enjoyment and that of his cronies.
Before this moment, Leia is clad in outfits that appear to be of her own choosing: the white gown
in Episode IV; the insulated snowsuit on the ice planet Hoth and the more casual gown in Cloud
City in Episode V; to have her so excessively and physically exposed is a departure from the
formal and conservative clothing in which she normally appears, and it is a successful effort to
humiliate her. In an opinion article written by the Washington Post and published to the Denver
Post (2015), the complexity of this outfit is front and center:
But treating the gold bikini as merely sexy misses the point not just of the outfit itself, but
also of the scenes in which Leia wears it. Whether the costume was supposed to provide
visual interest to Leia’s monochrome wardrobe, soften a character some fans apparently
felt to be inaccessible or simply give the franchise a jolt of sexual heat, there’s no
denying the contempt and disgust on Leia’s face when she is forced into Jabba’s idea of
appropriate clothing. … Leia may be captive in these scenes, but she’s not exactly a
compliant fantasy. Instead, she’s biding her time for the moment when she can put that
fury into action, carrying out a carefully laid plan to rescue her lover [Han Solo]. And
when that moment comes, the bikini doesn’t condemn Leia to passivity. She rises, and
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uses the very chains that bind her to strangle the creature who tried to take away her
power by turning her into a sex object.

Figure 2: Leia’s metal bikini in Episode VI: Return of the Jedi first enslaves and then frees her as she uses her chains
to strangle her tyrant, Jabba, to death while in an outfit intentionally hypersexualizing her. Image courtesy of
Lucasfilm.

Donning a bikini in space was never just a simple but sexist ploy to get the only leading
female character in the original trilogy as close to nude as possible; beyond that, it is a move to
reduce Leia to her physicality that ultimately fails because she is already a well-developed
character within the confines of the original trilogy. While the bikini is an iconic aspect of Leia’s
visual vocabulary, part of the reason her character is not boiled down to this very moment is
because it happens so late in the original trilogy. Perhaps if our first meeting with Leia had seen
her in a similarly scant and suggestive outfit, her political savvy and blaster combat skills would
be sidelined. Instead, because she is already established in Episode IV and Episode V as the
independent heroine that she is, it is uncomfortable to see her so vulnerable at Jabba’s mercy in
Episode VI, however briefly it lasts. Diana Dominguez identifies the metal bikini as a typical
incident representative of the women who are subject to “such victimization as a means for
torture and humiliation” (Silvio, 2007), and even suggests that while Leia is the only female in
the original trilogy to endure such an incident, Han Solo’s body is similarly objectified while he
is frozen in carbonite: “He is kept immobile, trapped so that he cannot fight back, suspended in a
half-dead, half-live state, and put on display like a trophy; he becomes a ‘body’ just as
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objectified as Leia’s body in her metal bikini” (Silvio, 2007). Notably, Leia is the one who
rescues Han from his carbonite entrapment preceding her bikini enslavement, again turning the
damsel in distress trope on its head by countering the gendered expectations of who rescues and
who needs rescuing. In this light, Leia’s femininity and her physical features are exploited
through the bikini as Han’s traditional male strength and invincibility are emasculated with the
carbonite.
A topic of contestation amongst Star Wars fans, Leia’s sensitivity to the Force is only
officially confirmed in the sequel trilogy after several instances in the original trilogy potentially
allude to such a thing: in Episode IV: A New Hope, Darth Vader points out to Grand Moff Tarkin
that Leia’s ability to resist a mind probe is “considerable” (Lucas, 1977); in Episode V: The
Empire Strikes Back, Leia visibly senses Luke’s call for help in the Cloud City and directs
Chewie and Lando to turn the Millennium Falcon around to rescue him; when in Episode VI:
Return of the Jedi the second Death Star explodes above them on the planet Endor, Han turns to
Leia with the intent to console her in response to what he presumes could have been Luke’s
death on the Star. In the original trilogy, Leia’s interactions with the Force are discreet but
contestable. With the hindsight of the sequel trilogy, these instances seem more likely to point
towards her Force sensitivity, but they are effective nonetheless at conveying Leia’s skill and
more notably her emotional connection to her brother Luke.
Han: I’m sure Luke wasn’t on that thing when it blew.
Leia: He wasn’t. I can feel it.
Han: You love him, don’t you?
Leia: Yes.
Han: All right. I understand. Fine. When he comes back, I won’t get in the way.
Leia: It’s not like that at all. He’s my brother.
(Marquand, 1983)
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Figure 3: Top image is from Episode V: The Empire Strikes Back; bottom image is from Episode VI: Return of the
Jedi. Two instances of Leia’s potential Force sensitivity towards her brother Luke and his well-being that counter the
original trilogy’s suggestion that strength in the Force is exclusively patrilineal. Images courtesy of Lucasfilm.

In the sequel trilogy, Leia is confirmed to be well versed in the Force when she is able to
glide through outer space and debris after the bridge of her Resistance ship is blown out by a
First Order TIE fighter in Episode VIII: The Last Jedi. Pulling herself back to the blast doors of
the ship, Leia demonstrates her Force abilities as the sole survivor of the blast and the empty
vacuum of space. Unfortunately, this act brought the wrath of particular Star Wars fans upon
Episode VIII, with well-read viewers insisting that it would have been impossible for Leia to
manage such a feat. Episode IX: The Rise of Skywalker does confirm Leia officially trained as a
Jedi under Luke, but it feels retrofitted in order to satisfy some fans’ anger and justify Leia’s
previously unexplored Force capabilities. Like Rey, though, Leia is subject to a similarly sexist
critique that her male counterparts do not endure: Luke Skywalker’s natural prowess in the Force
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goes unquestioned in the original trilogy, but could his sister Leia not possibly possess the same
kind of Force skills by virtue of being a Skywalker herself?
Luke: There’s something my sister would want you to have.
Rey: Leia’s saber.
Luke: It was the last night of her training. Leia told me that she had sensed the death of
her son at the end of her Jedi path. She surrendered her saber to me and said that one day… it
would be picked up again, by someone who would finish her journey.
(Abrams, 2019)
As an older woman and general of the Resistance in the sequel trilogy occurring thirty
years after the events of Episode VII: Return of the Jedi, Leia maintains the occasional sassy
quips that defined her youth, but she now holds a subdued grace about her that speaks to a
weathered life full of equal parts pain and hope. She holds her own against hotshot Resistance
pilot Poe Dameron, who inevitably reminds her of her husband Han Solo of the original trilogy,
demoting him when he makes reckless decisions that cost Resistance lives in Episode VIII: The
Last Jedi: “Not every problem can be solved by jumping in an X-wing and blowing stuff up,”
she chides him (Johnson, 2017). Both Leia and Admiral Amilyn Holdo are secure bulwarks
against Poe’s hyper-masculine tirades; Leia goes so far as to slap him across the face after his
risky but successful attempt at wrecking a First Order warship. When Poe wrongly assumes he’ll
replace Leia as acting general after an incident that leaves her wounded, Admiral Holdo calmly
and coolly humbles him: “I’ve dealt with plenty of trigger-happy flyboys like you. You’re
impulsive. Dangerous. And the last thing we need right now. So stick to your post and follow my
orders” (Johnson, 2017). Holdo and Leia exhibit a “measured maturity over Poe’s
machismo-driven exuberance” (Burt, 2018), a maturity that can only emerge after lifetimes of
dealing with men who go far too long hearing their own voices and not that of their experienced
superiors.
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Forced to clean up after the men in her life—Luke, Han, and Ben/Kylo—Leia’s
matriarchal steadfastness in this regard reflects the experiences of the woman enduring rampant
sexism in the workplace, the woman balancing a professional career and motherhood or
sacrificing one for the other, the woman who navigates a patriarchal world and chooses to
survive rather than exhaust herself by fighting the system. It goes without saying that this
gendered disparity is even greater for Black, Indigenous, and queer women. While she does
“fight the system” as a crucial and active figure for the Rebellion, Leia is forced to endure the
traumas of losing her home planet and later the dissolution of her family when her son Ben Solo
becomes Kylo Ren and her husband Han Solo returns to his galactic swashbuckling, all while the
New Republic she fought for devolves into the authoritarian First Order.
In Episode IV: A New Hope, Leia comforts Luke with a shawl and gentle words after he
watches Darth Vader strike down Obi-Wan Kenobi; Leia receives no such consolation after her
home planet and everyone she loved on it is destroyed by the Death Star. Never is she afforded
the time, space, or support to grieve and express her own unadulterated emotions about her
situation. Never is she able to escape into self-exile on a deserted planet like her brother Luke:
the assumption is that Leia remains at the helm of the Resistance, selflessly prioritizing the
galaxy’s liberation at the expense of processing her own personal trauma.
At the same time, though, Leia’s consistency and commitment to the cause of galactic
freedom sustain the movement’s stability throughout her lifetime: “The Rebellion initially
coalesced around a white male savior. It could not create permanent social and structure change,
leaving those who started the Rebellion to pick up the pieces, particularly Leia and Rey”
(Hakola, 2021). While she enjoys the camaraderie of her fellow Rebels and they in turn benefit
from her persistence, there is a kind of tragic aspect to her undying commitment to the cause.
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Over and over again, Leia chooses the galaxy’s needs over her own; even though she conveys a
silent strength there is a degree of unspoken pain behind her kind eyes as an older woman and
matriarch for the Resistance.

Figure 4: With the Resistance’s numbers decimated at the end of Episode VIII: The Last Jedi, Leia remains a beacon
of hope for the galaxy as she comforts Rey aboard the Millennium Falcon. Image courtesy of Lucasfilm.

Even after the Rebellion succeeded in destroying the Empire, Leia leads the Resistance
that emerges after the First Order rises from the Empire’s ashes rather than choosing to sit back
and grovel in the failure of the New Republic. Her enduring patience after a lifetime of resistance
is perhaps best exemplified at the end of Episode VIII: The Last Jedi, when a dejected Rey holds
the broken remains of Anakin’s lightsaber and the Resistance has dwindled to a small group able
to fit entirely on the Millennium Falcon (figure 4). Rey asks Leia, “How do we build a rebellion
from this?” to which Leia calmly responds, “We have everything we need” (Johnson, 2017).
Even when the galaxy has lost all its hope, Leia remains confident and certain that the Resistance
can and will survive, ever the “rally point” for the Resistance (Iverson, 2017). Having lived a
lifetime cycling through triumphant victories and heartbreaking losses, Leia bears a significant
and painful burden that reflects the kind of internalized torment that women endure across our
globe. While she exists comfortably as a cisgendered woman who can hold her own politically
and in combat, Leia’s character is ultimately reduced to further the arcs of the men around her,
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dying in the hopes that her son would return to the Light side and renounce his identity as Kylo
Ren. This does come to fruition at the end of Episode IX: The Rise of Skywalker, and it is
important to acknowledge the fact that Leia’s arc was altered significantly due to actress Carrie
Fisher’s death before Episode IX began production, but the end result is no less tragic. Like the
rest of the sequel trilogy at large, Leia’s arc retreads familiar ground by teasing new ways of
approaching gender dynamics to explore, but it ultimately lands on old, binarized ground.
Jyn Erso: Rebellions Are Built On Hope
Jyn Erso cuts a different figure from the other women of Star Wars because she is
staunchly sardonic and hopeless, resigned to living a scrappy life on her own. When we first
encounter her in Rogue One, she is not immediately likable: bitter and cold, she lashes out and
keeps others at a far distance. Like the other women though, she faces significant loss and
hardship, but unlike the others Jyn is hardened and cynical about her life and the galaxy around
her. After being virtually abandoned by both her biological father Galen Erso and later her father
figure and rebel vigilante Saw Gerrera, Jyn is embittered and cares little about the war
transpiring around her. What endears her, though, is her Leia-like unwillingness to adopt a quiet,
subdued demeanor even when she is brought back to the Rebel base on Yavin IV, even when she
reunites with Saw, even when she watches her father die. She remains stubbornly sarcastic and
silently driven, never budging from her vantage points when she holds them and remaining
emotionally stable on the surface, save for when she comes face to face with a holographic video
of her father where she learns he did not abandon her by choice. Jyn views both the Empire and
the Rebellion as a waste of time: “She is a survivor who is guarded and not looking for friends,
fame, or a fight against the Empire” (Richau, 2018). Jyn is a product of the oppressive Empire
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bearing down on the galaxy, the same Empire that personally tore her family apart and left her to
fend for herself as a child.

Figure 1: In attire that serves more function than fashion, Jyn Erso crosses the line between femininity and
masculinity through her blaster skills and her refusal to back down or convey any traces of weakness. Image
courtesy of Lucasfilm.

With strands of hair perpetually framing her face that would probably be more of a
nuisance than anything, Jyn manages to avoid falling into the demure female archetype as
evidenced by her lack of metal bikinis to wear (figure 1) and her demeanor that occasionally
ventures into “gruff” territory. Refreshingly, the focus is not on her femininity and instead
centers on her job and character development: first to find Saw Gerrera, then to find her father,
then to get to Scarif and transfer the Death Star plans to the Rebels, never on her body or her
physical feminine attributes. Like Rey, she wears clothes that fit the environments around her
rather than outfits that accentuate her body, and her experience with a blaster does not go
unnoticed by Cassian when they land on Jedha to find Saw. Jyn is evidently more than capable
with weapons and combat after living most of her adult life as a criminal.
Jyn’s lack of political drive means she is ripe for the picking when it comes to
radicalization by whoever manages to reach her first, be it the Rebellion or the Empire or another
sect. Alone and under the assumption that her father is dead, and having watched her mother die
at the hands of a Death Trooper, Jyn is anything but interested in participating in the war that
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destroyed her family. Luckily for the rest of Star Wars’ trajectory, the Rebels intercept her
indentured servitude and bring her to their base in order to use her history with Saw Gerrera in
the hopes that he will share with her the supposed message from Galen Erso, her father, who now
works for the Empire. She initially accepts the mission in exchange for her freedom from
imprisonment, caustically waving off Saw’s shock at seeing her again after several years. Her
apathy toward both the Rebellion and the Empire is strongest in this exchange with Saw, when
she forces him onto the defensive after abandoning her as a child and he exposes her
indifference:
Jyn: The Alliance wants my father. They think he sent you a message about a weapon. I
guess they think by sending me, you might actually help them out.
Saw: So what is it that you want, Jyn?
Jyn: They wanted an introduction, they’ve got it. I’m out now. The rest of you can do
what you want.
Saw: You care not about the cause?
Jyn: The cause? Seriously? The Alliance, the rebels, whatever it is you’re calling yourself
these days… all it’s ever brought me is pain.
Saw: You can stand to see the Imperial flag reign across the galaxy?
Jyn: It’s not a problem if you don’t look up.
(Edwards, 2016)
Jyn believes that keeping her head down literally and metaphorically means she will be
able to avoid the scourge of the Empire, but it is evident that the destructive nature of the Empire
is particularly painful for her because it eventually kills both her parents. Jyn is angry at the
system and feels doubly abandoned first by her father and then by Saw, and she wants nothing to
do with him when she sees him again. She can convey a shell of cold bitterness all she wants, but
it collapses at the sight of her father Galen’s hologram in Saw’s headquarters. His earnest
apology to her dismantles any previous feelings of abandonment she may have harbored
regarding him and it shatters her resolve to stay cool and collected, but it also sparks in her a fire
to carry out her father’s work and devote her life to destroying the Empire: “I made myself
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indispensable and all the while, I laid the groundwork of my revenge. … I’ve placed a weakness
deep within the system, a flaw so small and powerful, they will never find it. … One blast to any
part of it will destroy the entire station” (Edwards, 2016). It is her father who mobilizes Jyn to
commit to the Rebellion wholesale, as his hologram reveals to her his hidden intention to
sabotage the Empire’s new weapon.
In contrast to what the original trilogy depicts with Luke’s familial obligation to redeem
his father and destroy the Empire, Jyn’s arc feels more politically resolute and therefore more
universally applicable: “Highlighting characters such as Jyn and Leia by watching ‘Rogue One’
first also emphasizes the importance of agency and political choice in rebellion, as opposed to
centering Luke Skywalker’s destiny-based mobilization” (Parkinson, 2017). Jyn very obviously
sees the problems with the Rebellion—after all, their bombs kill her father when they attack the
Imperial base where he is stationed—but she understands that siding with them is a better option
than not “looking up” or even going so far as working for the Empire. When her father dies,
though, and she fully understands that he never sold out to the Empire, Jyn throws herself into
convincing the Alliance’s council to plan a mission to steal the Death Star plans: “What chance
do we have? The question is what choice? … You give way to an enemy this evil with this much
power and you condemn the galaxy to an eternity of submission” (Edwards, 2016). When a
councilmember cynically says to her, “You’re asking us to invade an Imperial installation based
on nothing but hope,” Jyn earnestly counters, “Rebellions are built on hope” (Edwards, 2016). In
the Rebellion, Jyn has found an outlet through which she can channel her pain and loss and exact
revenge on the regime that ultimately tore her family apart. Her transformation from an apathetic
and embittered criminal to a bastion of hope reminds the council, and Cassian even, of the goal
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at the core of their galactic movement. It is Jyn’s choice to act that shifts the tides of the war and
offers the Rebellion a chance at winning.
Jyn represents the humble and often quiet capacity for one’s change of heart. Rather than
a grand public gesture of allegiance to the cause of galactic freedom from the Empire, it takes her
father’s death for her to adopt an active role in the Rebellion, and Cassian is right when he calls
her out on her privilege after her father dies: “We don’t all have the luxury of deciding when and
where we want to care about something. Suddenly the Rebellion is real for you. Some of us live
it. … You’re not the only one who lost everything. Some of us just decided to do something
about it” (Edwards, 2016). But from that moment onward Jyn’s commitment to the cause never
wavers. Her death on the beaches of Scarif is tragic but resolute: she is certain that the Death Star
plans successfully transferred to the Rebels in the atmosphere above, and is fully at peace with
her contributions toward dismantling the Empire. Shifting from a passive, apathetic citizen of the
galaxy to a crucial player in the trajectory of the Rebellion, Jyn’s arc is perhaps a stronger
indicator of the power of redemption than that of even Darth Vader: after all, he simply dies after
he himself kills Emperor Palpatine; Jyn recognizes the faults of her apathy and actively works to
dismantle the Empire instead of ignoring the galaxy’s strife. Through Jyn we see humility and
servitude on full display, more potently so because of her initial demeanor that was emotionally
cold and indifferent: she encourages us to be tough but humble, empathetic but driven, and
maintain a strong sense of right and wrong.
Padmé Amidala: So This Is How Liberty Dies, With Thunderous Applause
Similar to the path her daughter Leia would eventually take some twenty years later,
Padmé Amidala has one foot in royalty and the other in the galaxy’s political sphere as Queen of
Naboo and later a Senator representing the same planet. It is evident that with the creation of a
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new Star Wars trilogy following the original, there was a need for a new female character with
the same iconic potential as Princess Leia, the original Star Wars woman, and Padmé fills that
role as Anakin’s romantic interest and badass in her own right, at least for a portion of her arc.
While she demonstrates some headstrong tenacity and a more than evident ability to fend for
herself, Padmé is representative of the countless women who ultimately fall victim to their
abusive partner’s violence. Padmé becomes less badass and more tragic over the duration of the
three prequel films, reduced to a symbol of the galaxy as collateral damage in the wake of
Anakin Skywalker’s transformation into Darth Vader.

Figure 1: As Queen of Naboo in Episode I: The Phantom Menace, Padmé is unrecognizable in ornate makeup and
regalia, which both function to her benefit when she freely navigates the galaxy in casual wear and speaks to the
majesty and power of the Old Republic. Image courtesy of Lucasfilm.

Adorned with costumes and hairstyles as intricately regal and untouchable as the Old
Republic itself appears to be (see figure 1), Padmé is the yin to Anakin’s yang, ultimately to her
detriment. Like the experienced politician she is, Padmé speaks in diplomatic platitudes as she
toes the line between her political career and Anakin’s romantic advances: “In keeping with her
age, she exhibits stubbornness and an eagerness to satisfy curiosity and seek excitement, but she
understands the responsibilities of leadership and takes appropriate measures to protect herself.
… She displays the confused emotions of a young woman falling in love with the ‘wrong’ man,
but shows considerable focus and determination in the larger political concerns of the Republic”
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(Silvio, 2007). While she ultimately loses her agency as Anakin gains his power under Palpatine,
Padmé does have moments of independence and problem-solving that are evidently passed down
to her daughter, Leia: when she leads Captain Panaka, Qui-Gon Jinn, and Obi-Wan Kenobi into
the palace on Naboo in Episode I: The Phantom Menace; when she frees herself from the chains
in the Geonosis arena in Episode II: Attack of the Clones; when she maintains opposition to the
war waged by the Republic against the Separatists and expresses it directly to Anakin in Episode
III: Revenge of the Sith:
Anakin: Sometimes I wonder what’s happening to the Jedi Order. I think this war is
destroying the principles of the Republic.
Padmé: Have you ever considered that we may be on the wrong side?
Anakin: What do you mean?
Padmé: What if the democracy we thought we were serving no longer exists, and the
Republic has become the very evil we’ve been fighting to destroy?
Anakin: I don’t believe that. And you’re sounding like a Separatist.
Padmé: This war represents a failure to listen. Now you’re closer to the chancellor than
anyone. Please, ask him to stop the fighting and let diplomacy resume.
Anakin: Don’t ask me to do that. Make a motion in the Senate, where that kind of a
request belongs.
Padmé: What is it?
Anakin: Nothing.
Padmé: Don’t do this. Don’t shut me out, let me help you. Hold me. Like you did by the
lake on Naboo. So long ago, when there was nothing but our love. No politics, no plotting, no
war.
(Lucas, 2005)
There are many things to unpack in this scene: for all her political experience and
wisdom, Padmé displays an alarming degree of ignorance and even apathy in regards to the
galaxy’s political climate and seems to think that she and Anakin could escape, unscathed, to a
time with no consequences. Coming from the woman who was so extravagantly adorned in
makeup and uniform that her bare face was unrecognizable and therefore enabled her to move
about town without being detected as royalty, Padmé’s idealization of her time with Anakin on
Naboo in Episode II: Attack of the Clones is a glaring example of her privilege and upbringing:
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“... she begins the story arc as a 14-year-old, and it must be assumed that she led a sheltered life
as a child and then moved into a position of high ceremony and heavy responsibility. … it seems
clear she has led a protected and rigidly controlled life” (Silvio, 2007). Who else can simply run
off to the fields and pretend galactic war is not raging beyond? Padmé accepts Anakin’s
accusation, which includes calling her a Separatist, with no fanfare and tries to soothe his
simmering anger by recalling better days. At this point, Padmé displays no interest in
maintaining her own agency by calling Anakin out for this behavior, even though she begins the
conversation by suggesting that the war is a messy and unnecessary effort that may do more
harm than good to both the Republic and the galaxy at large. When Anakin shoots her down, she
retreats without a fight.
This Padmé of Episode III: Revenge of the Sith is a new Padmé, one worlds away from
the one in Episode II: Attack of the Clones, who handily holds her own during the Battle of
Geonosis as evidenced by her abilities with a blaster and a trendy outfit to boot (see figure 2).
She manages to free herself of the chains that meanwhile keep Anakin and Obi-Wan bound as
they bicker, demonstrating her problem-solving sensibility that reflects that of her daughter’s
when Leia deals with Han, Luke, or even Poe. At one point Anakin teases to Padmé, “You call
this a diplomatic solution?” to which she counters, “No, I call it aggressive negotiations” (Lucas,
2002). Anakin lightheartedly belittles Padmé’s occupation, but she one-ups him by indirectly
pointing out his own inability to free himself earlier. While she loves Anakin, this Padmé is a
go-getter who will do what needs to be done when it is necessary. Additionally, this is a Padmé
who unwaveringly confesses her love to Anakin before they enter the arena and what they
believe is their certain death. This is a Padmé who ignores Anakin’s own concerns about
breaking the rules surrounding their relationship, when before this scene the dynamic was always
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reversed. Unfortunately, this Padmé fades and is long gone by the time of Episode III: Revenge
of the Sith, only returning in brief moments like her conversation about the war with Anakin. By
never fighting back against Anakin’s anger or lack of reason, Padmé actually enables him and by
extension the fall of the Republic.

Figure 2: In an obvious callback to Princess Leia’s white dress in Episode IV: A New Hope, Padmé dons a white
bodysuit which is tastefully clawed off by a creature on the planet Geonosis in Episode II: Attack of the Clones,
providing her with a trendy new crop top look that leaves her stomach exposed. Image courtesy of Lucasfilm.

In tragic contrast to the rest, Padmé’s arc in the prequel trilogy seems to fit the mold of
what Rebecca Harrison outlines in her essay “I Know Because It’s Me” as the character serves to
fulfill the needs of the male protagonist, Anakin Skywalker, primarily through emotional means.
Ignoring the obvious flaws that doom the prequel trilogy’s scripts, Padmé and Anakin’s
relationship is not one to replicate. Taken from his mother and the only home he had known for
just under the first decade of his life to be trained as a Jedi Knight, the young Anakin’s emotional
stability is overlooked to the detriment of the entire galaxy around him. Rash, unstable, and
quick to anger, the Anakin of Episode I: The Phantom Menace and particularly Episode II:
Attack of the Clones is impatient in his Jedi training and eager to pursue a relationship with
Padmé even if it means breaking the Jedi code. In a matter of hours, Anakin is no longer around
the sole female relationship that raised him: that of his mother, Shmi, who accepts his future as a
Jedi and allows Qui-Gon Jinn and Obi-Wan Kenobi to bring him to Coruscant. Entranced by
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Padmé, Anakin shifts his focus to her in place of his mother, whom he dearly misses as
evidenced by his nightmares in Episode II.
Whereas Harrison analyzes Padmé’s dialogue with the men around her as an example of
her status as an archival receptacle, the entire relational dynamic between Padmé and Anakin is
wholly representative of how women are reduced to simply being repositories for their male
counterparts within the Star Wars saga. In contrast to other women like Leia, Jyn, and Rey,
Padmé is given little room to expand her own character arc beyond what matters for Anakin’s:
she is utilized as part of Anakin’s training when it becomes necessary for the Jedi to protect her
from the Trade Federation and Obi-Wan and Anakin are assigned to her for security in Episode
II: Attack of the Clones, and she passively absorbs his rage after he confesses to ruthlessly killing
a tribe of Tusken Raiders after they kidnap his mother, Shmi. In the August 2005 issue of Saga
Journal, user Lazypadawan views Padmé’s arc and death as representative of the entire death of
the Old Republic:
There is a literal way of looking at Padmé’s death and[sic] a symbolic way. Padmé was as
much a symbiont with her time and place as she was with Anakin. When the Republic era
passes, she passes. In a cut scene from Attack of the Clones, the lesson in Padmé’s story
about the refugees she tried to help as a child was that those who cannot adapt die. She
cannot adapt to this new galaxy. Moreover, she refuses to adapt. She tells Anakin he is
going down a path she cannot follow. She bitterly utters, ‘So this is how liberty dies, with
thunderous applause,’ after Palpatine crowns himself Emperor before a cheering Senate.
When Anakin in a rage cuts off her breathing, it symbolizes that the Empire, as
personified by Anakin, is killing her. She suffers not only the death throes of the Republic
and its ideals, she also suffers with the physical and spiritual pain Anakin endures in his
transformation into the Darth Vader we know from the classic trilogy. The film intercuts
between Vader’s agony on the operating table and Padmé’s dying moments as she gives
birth. When Vader’s transformation is complete, she dies.
(Silvio, 2007)
Watching Episode III: Revenge of the Sith, it is difficult to be angry at Anakin for the
inevitable turn he takes to become Darth Vader because the original trilogy is evidence of his
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fate, but there remains empathy for Padmé as she painfully watches her lover become a stranger.
Padmé’s empathy and love for this frenetic and confused man comes across as the kind of
support one would hope to receive from a partner in times of stress, but it ultimately becomes her
weakness in the face of his fury. She does indeed say he is going down a path she “cannot
follow” (Lucas, 2005) when she confronts him on Mustafar, signifying that their innate
differences can no longer be ignored and their partnership is over. Padmé has always embodied
the slow deliberation of a flawed democracy, and the rash, fiery Anakin is her ideological foil.
Their marriage is doomed from the start, even if you do not know Anakin’s fate: barred from
emotional connections as a Jedi, Anakin disregards this rule and his relationship with Padmé is
relegated to the privacy of their home, where Padmé pines for both her husband and the
crumbling democracy before her. It is no coincidence that Anakin’s slaughter of the Separatists
on Mustafar and Palpatine’s declaration of the first Galactic Empire at the Senate are scenes
played back and forth with each other, depicting Anakin’s rise as Padmé watches Palpatine
assume galactic power and mutters to Senator Bail Organa, “So this is how liberty dies, with
thunderous applause” (Lucas, 2005). While she literally dies later after giving birth to the twins
Luke and Leia, Padmé’s death begins here with the death of the Republic and the ascendancy of
her husband who has now become Darth Vader.
As one of the few remaining empathetic beings around him, Padmé becomes Anakin’s
sole outlet for expressing his wide range of feelings, whether they are about the Jedi Order, the
Republic, Palpatine, or Obi-Wan. We cease to learn more about Padmé for the sake of learning
about her as a character rather than an outlet for Anakin’s vulnerability. From the moment she
reveals her pregnancy to Anakin at the beginning of Episode III: Revenge of the Sith (Lucas,
2005), she serves as a conduit through which Anakin’s legacy grows, both physically as she
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bears his children and emotionally as she continues to solely function to absorb his fits of anger
and frustration with the slow deliberation of the Jedi Order and Republic. While Harrison notes
that there is evident potential for women to find their agency in their own archival associations,
as Jyn does when she realizes that the plans are hidden under the code name “Star Dust,” her
father’s loving nickname for her, Padmé is a sorry instance of personal agency and autonomy
never seen to completion: the end of her life is devoted to fulfilling Anakin’s dangerous and
possessive desire as his own agency expands through his transformation into Vader, and she dies
at his hands with little drive to live in a world where she can no longer recognize him.
Rey Skywalker: I Need Someone to Show Me My Place in All This
The leading protagonist of the sequel trilogy, Rey is introduced to us with a humility and
tranquility that speaks to her sense of insignificance in the galaxy, beckoning us to look closer at
this seemingly normal young woman. Foraging for ship scraps in the ruins of an Imperial Star
Destroyer on the planet Jakku, Rey leads a simple and quiet life, content to live out her days in
her makeshift home, the interior of an old AT-AT unit (figure 1), earning sustenance by trading
her scraps for food portions at Unkar Plutt’s scrap yard. Her solitude is illustrated by the
hundreds of tally marks on the wall, to which she adds one more, signaling another day come
and gone. (It’s worth noting that Rey has amassed a small collection of original trilogy
memorabilia: living in the AT-AT unit, wearing an old Rebel pilot’s helmet, holding a handmade
doll sporting the iconic orange body suits of those same pilots). She tells the droid BB-8, “I
know all about waiting. For my family. They’ll be back, one day” (Abrams, 2015). Through her
introductory scenes in Episode VII: The Force Awakens, Rey is established as an unknown with
no clear ties to the Star Wars characters we were familiar with before; instead, she provides an
avenue through which any viewer can project themselves into the story.
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Figure 1: Rey eats a rationed meal outside of the old AT-AT she calls home. Rey’s life is punctuated by routine and
solitude when she is introduced in Episode VII: The Force Awakens. Image courtesy of Lucasfilm.

By no means does Rey’s relatability suggest that her character is free from complaints
and criticisms, most notably those that are tinged with sexism from a fanbase accustomed to
male protagonists like Luke and Anakin Skywalker: “Every major addition of women to Star
Wars has been ‘news,’ and especially of late, it has received a spectrum of strong reactions. …
This is a telling reflection of our culture: for some people, more women and greater diversity in
men are a cause for celebration; for others, adding women to Star Wars is a disruption to the
narrative, while introducing (masculine, white) men is perceived as natural” (Esterrich, 2021).
Rey is subject to her own set of critiques by fans who complain that she is a Mary Sue-like
character; that is, according to the Oxford Dictionary, “a type of female character who is
depicted as unrealistically lacking in flaws or weaknesses.” Online forums like the Star Wars
Reddit thread contains criticisms like the following from user Thunda_Muffin:
She [Rey] always just is the absolute moral paragon of everyone around her and is just
the nicest kindest most lovely person. … Bland truly is the best way i can describe her. …
Rey really goes through no significant journey besides minor inconveniences without
actual consequences. … She isnt shown to actually be struggling as much as we are told
that she is.
I struggle with these kinds of critiques—which are representative of most qualms levied against
Rey—not because they constitute any degree of substantive complaint against her as a character,
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but because they are rarely if ever directed in the same way towards Luke Skywalker in the
original trilogy or even Anakin Skywalker in the prequels and are therefore reserved for the
franchise’s first lead female character on film. We are not expected to question Luke’s abilities,
even when he manages to muster the Force with no official training at the end of Episode IV: A
New Hope to fly through a Death Star trench and destroy it; however, when Rey does the same in
a fight with Kylo Ren on Starkiller Base in Episode VII: The Force Awakens, she is devalued as a
Mary Sue and it is unthinkable to suggest she could handily defeat Kylo on her own terms. As
Hale Goetz suggests, “If Kylo Ren is a gatekeeper, then Rey is every girl who’s ever been shut
out of conversation by him” (Goetz, 2016). While Star Wars has never explicitly marketed itself
for a particular age group or gender, it is evident that young white men never have to do
significant work to find reflections of themselves in the narrative, be it through Luke, Han,
Anakin, Obi-Wan, or even Kylo Ren. Princess Leia is the original Star Wars woman and a badass
one at that, but she still performs as a traditional female and even beyond the gender binary it is
evident that Star Wars is less comfortable exploring characters that do not perform along the
lines of traditional gender expectations and norms. Luke spearheading the original trilogy is
never brought into question, but Rey is subjected to scrutiny time and time again as an
overpowered nobody. Both Luke and Rey eventually turn out to be the latest in long lines of
incredibly powerful Force-sensitive characters—Anakin Skywalker and Sheev Palpatine—but
their own Force abilities are revered, or dismissed, in different ways. There’s something to be
said about fan dissatisfaction with Rey’s skills even though she initially was thought to be
nobody, but her lineage is eventually rerouted back to a prominent male character, inadvertently
walking back on the idea that a woman with Force abilities could simply just come from
nowhere and be powerful all on her own without the guiding influence of a man.
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Rey’s moral compass is neither a weakness nor a marker of her blandness as a character;
instead, it is actually refreshing and comforting to be led through the sequel trilogy by someone
who, despite the trials and tribulations she endures through the three films, maintains a strong
moral compass and fights for what she believes in, no matter the cost. Daisy Ridley, who played
Rey throughout the sequel trilogy, identified that moral compass specifically as something
notable in Rey’s nature in a 2017 interview with Rolling Stone magazine:
My favorite thing about [her] is that strong moral compass. Even having grown up quite
lonely, she meets people and immediately tries to do the right thing. BB-8 is a hilarious
annoyance, [but] she is going to take down two guys to try and protect him.
In that same interview, according to J. J. Abrams’ original goals with Episode VII: The Force
Awakens: “The idea was to tell a tale of a young woman who was innately powerful, innately
moral, innately good, but also struggling with her place in the world and forced to fend for
herself in every way” (Patell, 2021 (208)). Where others may stray down dark paths as a result of
their loneliness and pain, Rey maintains a sense of self even when she navigates these paths. Her
frustration with Luke in Episode VIII: The Last Jedi does not translate into a dissolution of her
hope for Kylo’s turn to the light, speaking to Rey’s innate goodness and compassion for those
around her: “Just now, when we touched hands, I saw his [Kylo’s] future. As solid as I’m seeing
you. If I go to him, Ben Solo will return” (Johnson, 2017). Rey displays the same earnest hope
for Kylo as Luke did for his father in conversation with Yoda as well as Obi-Wan’s Force ghost
in Episode VI: Return of the Jedi. Exploring Rey’s visual vocabulary also speaks to the
complexity of her character’s journey. Her outfits are more functional than fashionable, speaking
to the sensibility of living first on a desert planet and undergoing physically demanding tasks like
exploring Imperial ship ruins and traveling across the galaxy. Rather than highlighting her female
body and sexualizing her beyond reason, Rey’s costume is consistently sensible for her
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environment and activity as she explores various planets, exerts significant physical energy, and
grows as a Jedi. Initially composed to offset the windy sands of Jakku in Episode VII: The Force
Awakens, Rey shifts to a gray-focused getup in Episode VIII: The Last Jedi to symbolize her
explorations of both the Light and Dark sides of the Force, while her outfit in Episode IX: The
Rise of Skywalker replicates the VII outfit in white, signaling her commitment to the Light side
and to her strengthened sense of self:

Figure 2: Top to bottom from Episodes VII-IX, Rey’s outfits undergo crucial changes in tandem with the woman
who wears them and the environments she explores, visualizing her journey from a nobody on Jakku to a confident
and experienced Jedi. Images courtesy of Lucasfilm.
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Rey is no stranger to dark paths and to suggest that she undergoes “no significant
journey” is a gravely mistaken interpretation of the sequel trilogy in its entirety. As the middle
installment in the trilogy, Episode VIII: The Last Jedi complicates the worldviews of Episode
VII’s fresh new characters and challenges them in unprecedented ways, visualized best in the
gray outfit Rey dons throughout the film. Her outfit represents the moral grayness of the film as a
whole. Whereas in Episode VII: The Force Awakens she was fresh-faced and hopeful to find the
legendary Luke Skywalker, Episode VIII forces Rey to learn a hard but familiar lesson: don’t
meet your heroes. Through Luke and Kylo, Rey learns the messy past of her mentors and on a
bigger scale she realizes good and evil are not as mutually exclusive as she initially thought.
When she meets Luke on the planet Ahch-To with the hope of finally figuring out her identity
and realizes he is no longer the optimistic and confident icon of the Rebellion in days past, Rey
is again left alone to find her bearings and lands on her developing relationship with Kylo Ren
that emerges through the Force connection neither of them appear to have control over, until it is
revealed that Snoke masterminded their bond. Rey is not afraid of exploring the unknown,
something that distinguishes her from the Luke we meet at the beginning of Episode VIII: The
Last Jedi. In his first lesson, Luke instructs Rey to reach out and observe the Force flowing
through everything on the island, creating a balance. When she wanders to the cave on the island
that emanates darkness, he pulls her back after she fails to resist it:
Luke: You went straight to the dark.
Rey: That place was trying to show me something.
Luke: It offered you something you needed. You didn’t even try to stop yourself.
Rey: But I didn’t see you. Nothing from you. You’ve closed yourself off from the Force.
Of course you have.
(Johnson, 2017)
When Rey ventures to the cave and falls through its entrance, she encounters a glassy
wall reflecting an infinite number of Reys staring right back at her. Desperate for answers, she
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asks for her identity to be revealed: “Let me see them. My parents. Please” (Johnson, 2017).
When the clouded figure behind the glass comes into focus and turns out to just be Rey’s
reflection, she is visibly disappointed and even distraught. “I thought I’d find answers here. I was
wrong,” she tells Kylo in a Force connection. “I’d never felt more alone.” In a reversal from his
normally antagonistic tone, Kylo responds, “You’re not alone” (Johnson, 2017). Their
relationship has tangibly shifted both because of this incident and Luke’s refusal to be honest
with Rey, demonstrating a schism between the hubris of the original trilogy’s legacy and the
youth of the sequel trilogy.
Demonstrating the cyclical nature of some of Star Wars’ most iconic scenes, Rey’s
venture with the cave (pictured in figure 3) echoes that of Luke’s own test on Dagobah in
Episode V: The Empire Strikes Back when he encounters Darth Vader and beheads him, only to
see his own youthful face in the helmet staring back at him. These scenes and their implications
diverge in terms of the lessons Luke and Rey draw from their experiences: Yoda tells Luke that
the cave on Dagobah is “strong with the Dark side of the Force. A domain of evil it is”
(Kershner, 1980), but encourages him to go in it; Rey enters the cave on Ahch-To because of
Luke’s stubbornness and refusal to teach her what she needs, leaving her with nothing but her
own thoughts and inclinations. Because of Luke and the original trilogy’s general apparent
aversion to dabbling in the Dark side at all costs, his experience is a definite warning and
imperative to destroy his father before Luke himself “turns” dark; in contrast, Rey bears no
agenda when she enters the cave on Ahch-To and simply wants answers to the question plaguing
her entire life up to this point. In their own arcs, Rey and Kylo demonstrate a disenchantment
with the heroes of old whose apparent binary ways are not sustainable for a galaxy that is more
complex than it seems.
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Figure 3: Ignoring Luke’s warnings, Rey ventures into the cave on Ahch-To seeking answers about her parents and
ultimately her identity in Episode VIII: The Last Jedi. Image courtesy of Lucasfilm.

Rey’s need for belonging, much like that of Kylo Ren’s, screams so loudly in her soul
that she very nearly takes Kylo’s hand after the throne battle in Episode VIII: The Last Jedi and
tells him as much in Episode IX: The Rise of Skywalker: “I did want to take your hand. Ben’s
hand” (Abrams, 2019). She was willing to join Kylo, the Supreme Leader of the First Order,
because she would at least find companionship and belonging even if it meant a dissolution of
her values. This is where blandness has no place in her story: as much as she painfully seeks
belonging above all else, she chooses not to take Kylo’s hand and ultimately chooses the survival
of the Resistance against him, and even still maintains the hope that Kylo can be redeemed and
brought back to the Light side.
Similar to Padmé’s arc, though not to as extreme a degree, Rey ends up being a conduit
through which a white male character’s arc can progress in Episode IX: The Rise of Skywalker.
After defeating Palpatine with the combined power of Luke and Leia’s lightsabers, Rey collapses
in exhaustion, dying as Exegol falls to ruin around her until Kylo—redeemed now as Ben Solo,
son of Han Solo and Leia Organa—climbs back up the cliff to limp toward her and revive her
with his own Force healing abilities. This is the transfer of Ben’s life Force to Rey, his final act
that cements his redemption and death in the name of Rey’s life (figure 4).
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Figure 4: Ben Solo uses his life Force to revive Rey after she defeats Palpatine once and for all at the end of Episode
IX: The Rise of Skywalker. Image courtesy of Lucasfilm.

The focus here now has shifted from Rey’s arc, centered on her renouncing the Palpatine
legacy and killing its perpetrator, to Ben Solo’s, a hasty conclusion that lands on unstable ground
after his position as the antagonist for well over half of the trilogy. Rey may be able to kill one of
the most powerful Dark side Force users in the known Star Wars galaxy, but she dies and can
only be revived by the man who abused and harassed her for the better part of the entire sequel
trilogy, and he dies immediately after and avoids the consequences of his fascist advances with
the First Order. It is disappointing and concerning, especially when considering how many young
children consume Star Wars, that the Skywalker saga ends with its first lead female protagonist’s
arc tied down with that of her abuser’s, a white man who was at the helm of an authoritarian
regime bent on galactic domination, who never has to atone for his war crimes. It is a messy third
act requiring hefty suspension of belief in order to justify the conclusion, but Rey is able to
reclaim some of her autonomy in the final scene where she returns to Luke Skywalker’s
childhood home on Tatooine. Here she buries Luke and Leia’s lightsabers in the sand as a
symbolic farewell to the Skywalker story, and signifies her role in the new generation by igniting
her own lightsaber, a yellow blade with a handle fashioned from her staff.
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Figure 5: At the end of the sequel trilogy, Rey is again alone but this time by choice. Her yellow saber exemplifies a
merging of her identities, combining her life as a scavenger with the weapon of a Jedi. Image courtesy of Lucasfilm.

A lone passerby notices her and says: “There’s been no one for so long. Who are you?”
Rey responds, “I’m Rey.” The woman presses again: “Rey who?” Rey hesitates for a moment,
looking to the two-sun horizon where Luke and Leia’s Force ghosts appear with serene smiles,
and she turns back to the woman with a confident resolution: “I’m Rey. Rey Skywalker”
(Abrams, 2019). Rejecting her bloodline as a Palpatine, Rey instead chooses to identify herself
with the family name that has both haunted and guided her in her journey, and perhaps the
meaning of this is what one should leave these films with: you can choose your family and reject
that which is toxic, unhealthy, and in Rey’s case, absolutely evil.
I’m Being Torn Apart: A Feminist Reading of Kylo Ren
In this section, I utilize feminist theory and fan reception analysis to dissect the sequel
trilogy character Kylo Ren in order to highlight his own performances of gender as a cisgender
white male who is famously volatile and emotionally unstable. In addition to a direct analysis on
the character himself, this section exposes the ways in which fan critiques of Kylo Ren speak to
subconsciously embedded conceptualizations about gender performance and norms. For most of
the sequel trilogy, Kylo Ren is the main antagonist, but he himself endures antagonism of a
different breed: that which festers and simmers below the surface of his efforts to emulate the
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Empire. Aesthetically, he and the First Order resemble Darth Vader and the Empire of days past,
but likenesses stop there. Where Darth Vader was certain in his decision making and
unequivocally threatening to anyone he interacted with, Kylo Ren is perpetually tormented by an
inner conflict that is externalized in his emotional instability, his insecurity under Snoke’s hand,
and his dynamic with Rey throughout the trilogy. As the prequel trilogy’s third installment,
Revenge of the Sith definitively closes the door on Anakin Skywalker until we see him twenty
years later in the original trilogy, where he is comfortably established as a pillar of the Empire
and Palpatine’s right-hand man. Until his redemption at the end of Return of the Jedi, Vader is
stubborn and adamant about bringing his son Luke to the Dark side; in contrast throughout the
sequel trilogy, Kylo Ren is torn between his allegiance to the Dark side and a relentless pull to
the Light. Embodying the ails of toxic masculinity, Kylo Ren brings to the Star Wars table a
villain updated for modern fears and, synonymous with his counterpart Rey, a destruction of the
restrictive Dark side-Light side binaric social constructs of their galaxy.
Bogged down by the legacies of his parents, Rebellion heroes Leia Organa and Han Solo,
Kylo Ren is intrinsically insecure. Oddly enough, however, this insecurity dies when extending
beyond the immediate members of his family: in nearly every sense, Kylo Ren idolizes his
grandfather Darth Vader and seeks to “finish what you [Vader] started” (Abrams, 2015). Bennion
posits Kylo as “amateurish, angsty, and conflicted” in contrast to Vader’s “authoritarian” and
“fear-inspiring” demeanor (2016), but indulging too much in belittling Kylo Ren’s emotional
volatility becomes the prologue to a well-known tale: diminishing the apparent threat of an
insecure white man often invites his exponentiated rage, and Kylo Ren affirms this time and time
again. Snoke belittles and taunts his youth and inexperience but appears shocked when Kylo
assassinates him at the climax of Episode VIII: The Last Jedi. While he is indeed young and
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inexperienced as the leader of a fascist regime, Kylo Ren is demonstrably disturbing in ways
unlike his grandfather because it is the very choice of remaining on the Dark side that resonates
with a twenty-first century audience and establishes him as much more of a threat than someone
who is simply evil for the sake of being evil. Twenty-three years after the massacre at Columbine
High School in Colorado and after hundreds more since, villains are no longer iconified evils like
Adolf Hitler or even Darth Vader himself from whom we can comfortably distance ourselves:
they are more often the everyday individuals who consciously decide to inflict indiscriminate
violence in a gross display of fictitious power, aware of the consequences and the disgusting
morals at play.
This is what distinguishes Kylo Ren from the Star Wars villains before him. With the
sequel trilogy, no longer are our bad guys one-dimensional grumps with a one-track mind set on
galactic dominion; instead, Kylo Ren is a tragic product of toxic masculinity and the crippling
pressure of living up to a famous bloodline, and his omnipresent rage threatens anyone crossing
his path. It is interesting to note that while he seems to understand Darth Vader’s legacy in and
out, Kylo Ren never mentions or appears to consider who Vader was before his turn to the dark:
Anakin Skywalker, famed Jedi Knight with unprecedented ability in the Force. Kylo’s obsessive
aspiration to replicate Darth Vader fails in his own eyes because he cannot live up to the dark and
ominous figure, but he certainly unintentionally succeeds in replicating Anakin’s chaotically
painful rise and fall. Kylo idolizes who he understands Vader to be—a bastion of Dark side Force
capability—to the point that he speaks to the scorched remains of Vader’s helmet as if it is a
religious artifact. However, Kylo is missing a critical detail in his grandfather’s journey. It is
Vader himself who killed the Emperor at the end of Episode VI: Return of the Jedi and Vader
who dies as his Light side persona, Anakin Skywalker, bringing his arc full circle as he indeed
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brings balance to the Force: “Kylo, fittingly, is miserable. Constantly comparing himself to an
outdated, impossible standard of manliness, Kylo is a clear example of how the patriarchy’s
emphasis on traditional gender norms hurts both men and women. Kylo hates himself for not
being Dark and Man enough” (Bennion, 2016). Perhaps it is not Vader’s commitment to the Dark
side that Kylo painstakingly attempts to replicate, but his grandfather’s own tragic conflict
between light and dark that Kylo sees in himself, as evidenced by this exchange in Episode VII:
The Force Awakens:
Kylo: Forgive me, I feel it again. The pull to the light. Supreme Leader senses it. Show
me again the power of the darkness, and I will let nothing stand in our way. Show me,
Grandfather… and I will finish what you started.
(Abrams, 2015)

Figure 1: Obsessed with reviving his grandfather’s Empire and bearing the mantle of his legacy, Kylo Ren finds
support in the mangled and burnt remains of Vader’s helmet that serves as a grounding symbol when he feels a draw
from the Light side of the Force. Image courtesy of Lucasfilm.

Both men are consumed with a dangerous need for particular powers or statuses that are
impossible to obtain: Anakin is terrified of losing his wife Padmé and his child she carries during
Revenge of the Sith, seeking the tutelage of Chancellor Palpatine who in turn exploits Anakin’s
emotional state to achieve his own goals of establishing the Galactic Empire; Kylo Ren is
terrified of presenting as weak and seeks to obliterate anything, or anyone, who might confirm or
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expose that weakness, even going so far as to kill his father and at one point nearly his mother in
attempts to cut off emotional ties. There is something to be said about the irony of Anakin’s
rebellion against the Jedi code prohibiting emotional connections; Kylo Ren as a Dark side Force
user deliberately seeks to get rid of the people or things that elicit emotion because they are what
draw him to the light. Kylo Ren begs the helmet to “show the power of the darkness” after Snoke
reveals to him that the droid they are pursuing is on the Millennium Falcon, “in the hands of your
father, Han Solo” (Abrams, 2015). In Episode VIII: The Last Jedi, a brief moment of hesitation
prevents Kylo from pushing a button on his ship to destroy the Rebellion’s commanding ship
bridge and kill his mother, General Leia Organa, suggesting that killing his father Han Solo in an
attempt to kill the Light side inside himself was an unsuccessful venture.
Kylo tends to weigh the value of others, human or otherwise, based on how they can help
him achieve his goal of ultimate power. His sass undermines General Hux’s authority at every
turn and in his first scene of the sequel trilogy he unwaveringly orders the massacre of the entire
village Tuanul on Jakku after he kills Lor San Tekka himself. Kylo leaves a bloodied and
unconscious Poe Dameron in his interrogation cell to declare that the map to Skywalker lies in “a
droid, a BB unit” (Abrams, 2015). He kills his own father, Han Solo, and his mentor Snoke in
cold blood. Kylo displays an obvious indifference to those around him, viewing them as
expendable in his pursuit of power. He is willing to exhaust all means in order to extract
information or string people along and dispose of them on the wayside in his path to absolute
dominion. In no other relationship is this disdain for others’ autonomies more evident than with
Rey, who, until his turn to the light at the end of Episode IX: The Rise of Skywalker, Kylo Ren
views as nothing more than a pawn to manipulate for his own personal gain.
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The way Kylo Ren speaks about and to Rey in Episode VII: The Force Awakens indicates
his view of her as simply a vessel holding what he really wants, which is the missing piece of the
map leading to Luke Skywalker. Until he learns that she is Force sensitive, this is her sole
function to him, only referring to her as “the girl” or a “scavenger” with little to no significance:
“... instead of treating Rey like a person, Kylo acts out of aggression, objectification, and
self-centeredness” (Bennion, 2016). These sentiments are further heightened when Rey
challenges him as he interrogates her, fighting back with her own undiscovered Force abilities
and reading him like a book: “You’re afraid that you’ll never be as strong as Darth Vader”
(Abrams, 2015). From this point onward, Kylo pursues Rey with a vicious vigor he can barely
hide. No longer is she simply a checkpoint in his chase after BB-8 and the map leading to Luke
Skywalker; Rey’s ability to fight his Force probe into her mind leaves him impossibly more
confused and obsessed with the one person who can demonstrably and successfully resist him.
Even as she handily defeats him in a snowlit lightsaber duel on Starkiller Base, he has the gall to
suggest she needs his particular guidance to improve: “You need a teacher! I can show you the
ways of the Force” (Abrams, 2015). Kylo continues to objectify and patronize Rey when they
meet again in Episode VIII: The Last Jedi and discover their unique Force bond that allows them
to communicate with each other across the galaxy. When this occurs for the first time, Kylo
refuses to believe that Rey herself is able to connect to him through the Force: “You’re not doing
this, the effort would kill you” (Johnson, 2017), even though she demonstrates time and time
again a tenacity that precipitates her ability to survive the harshest of conditions. The same
language Kylo uses in The Force Awakens that absolves Rey of her personhood and efforts to
curate an identity separate from her lack of family persists here as well, as Kylo explicitly deems
her “nothing” because her parents died on the desolate desert planet Jakku (Johnson, 2017). He
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qualifies her nothingness, though, by adding that she’s “not nothing. Not to me” in the misled
presumption that this will bring her to his side. Through the events of Episode IX: The Rise of
Skywalker, however, we learn that Rey is not “nobody” and nor were her parents. They chose to
be nobodies in order to protect Rey from Palpatine’s schemes, refusing to give up her
whereabouts to one of Palpatine’s followers, Ochi, and dying at his hand as a result. Kylo
chooses to warp these details to entice a vulnerable Rey to his side, hoping that her lack of
identity through her family will encourage her to join him and rule the galaxy together (figure 2).

Figure 2: Kylo begs Rey to take his hand after he kills Supreme Leader Snoke and they successfully defeat his
guards together, but at the core of his request remains a manipulative offer that serves his own interests with Rey as
collateral damage. Image courtesy of Lucasfilm.

During Rey’s training on the moon Ajan Kloss at the beginning of Episode IX: Rise of
Skywalker, Kylo again taunts her through their Force connection, intentionally causing her to
stumble on the training course. Where before she was steady and strong, indicating her progress
under Leia’s tutelage, Kylo’s intervention leaves her shaken and angry. It is already evident that
her shutting the Millennium Falcon’s door on Kylo through their Force connection at the end of
The Last Jedi was not just the reinforcement of a physical barrier, but her choosing to sever their
emotional connection as well. Rey learned through the events of The Last Jedi that Kylo will
choose the dark over the light and she will not follow him there. The training incident on Ajan
Kloss indicates Kylo’s antagonistic behavior toward her and affirms his view of her as nothing
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more than someone to provoke and aggravate for his own advancement, but also notes his
reverence for learning the ways of the Force: he is not trying to deter Rey’s training as a
Force-user; instead, he wants to manipulate the way she is expected to use it as a Jedi.
In one of his most explicit instances of direct assault, Kylo reaches across the Force
connection to snatch Rey’s necklace off of her chest, violating her physical space and mental
stability. This is not the only instance of assault we see Kylo partake in throughout the sequel
trilogy—after all, he mercilessly murders, and sanctions the murder of, countless innocent
civilians and Resistance fighters—but something about the sanctity of his Force connection with
Rey makes this particular incident personal and distinct. They appear unable to control when the
Force connection activates, but both navigate it under a nonverbal agreement that access to each
other’s physical space is not a free-for-all. While the first two installments of the sequel trilogy
paint Kylo Ren as a conflicted antagonist, The Rise of Skywalker and this very scene cement him
as a manipulative and downright abusive villain toward Rey, provoking her with the knowledge
of her parents’ fate at the hands of Palpatine and completely ignoring her blatant cries of dissent
against his emotional assault. As they circle around each other through their Force connection,
Rey repeatedly says “No!” and even yells “I don’t want this!” to Kylo, explicitly pointing to the
fact that she very much does not consent to him forcing these revelations of her past onto her.
The Rey of The Force Awakens and the first half of The Last Jedi is terribly homesick for her
unknown family and yearnful for a general sense of belonging; however, after she trains with
Luke and establishes herself as part of the Rebellion alongside Finn and Poe, she finds both
family and belonging through them, accepting that she may never know her origins but is sure of
her future with her newfound friends. Kylo completely disregards this closure and tells Rey of
her lineage rather than allowing her to learn such a thing from someone she loves and trusts.
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Kylo Ren even sees his mentors as pawns for his own game as well. While his
relationship with Rey undoubtedly drives the sequel trilogy’s underlying conflict, Kylo Ren’s
manipulation and selfishness persist in his relationships with his superiors, initially Supreme
Leader Snoke and eventually Sheev Palpatine. Part of Kylo’s worldview is evidently shaped by
how Snoke speaks about Rey, which in turn encourages and enables Kylo to objectify her as
well. Their exchange in Episode VII: The Force Awakens after Rey escapes her interrogation
room on Starkiller Base paint her, again, as an object or a means to a goal:
Kylo: Supreme Leader, I can get the map from the girl. I just need your guidance.
Snoke: If what you say about this girl is true, bring her to me.
(Abrams, 2015)
At this point in the story, Rey is nothing but a vessel through which Kylo must force his
way through to get the information the First Order needs, namely, the map to Luke Skywalker.
This is not so straightforward when Rey’s previously unknown Force abilities emerge during her
interrogation, and now she means more to Kylo and Snoke by extension: she holds the potential
of becoming another pawn, another Kylo, for Snoke to manipulate and use for his own means.
Upon discovering Palpatine’s hideout on the Sith planet Exegol, Kylo already views the
Sith lord as purely utilitarian in his own pursuit of galactic power: “What could you give me?”
he asks, indifferent to the miracle of Palpatine before him (Abrams, 2019). Palpatine responds by
enticing Kylo with the opportunity to rule “all the galaxy,” sensing Kylo’s innate needs for
belonging and control. In the end, it is not Palpatine who coerces Kylo to the Dark side once and
for all; instead, Kylo transforms into his Light side persona, Ben Solo, following his duel with
Rey after she stabs and heals him with his own lightsaber in a rare moment of weakness when he
is distracted by his mother, Leia, calling for him through the Force.
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Figure 3: After their duel when Rey stabs Kylo and they sense Leia’s call through the Force, Rey heals him and
confesses that she still holds hope for Kylo’s redemption. Image courtesy of Lucasfilm.

Kylo and Rey do not seem to intend to kill the other; instead, this is a fight to subdue the
other for their own means. Kylo wants to bring Rey to Palpatine and Rey wants to bring Kylo
back to the light, two goals that are mutually exclusive to one another. While the dynamic
between Rey and Kylo is antagonistic and rife with anger throughout Episode IX: The Rise of
Skywalker, the tension tangibly shifts between them once Rey stabs Kylo and she confesses that
she did want to take his hand when he offered it to her in Episode VIII: The Last Jedi. In this
moment, it is clear that Rey never lost hope for Kylo’s redemption and he now has the choice to
remain a pawn for Palpatine or return to the light. Consulting with his own Force projection of
his father Han Solo, Kylo no longer wants to carry out Palpatine’s bidding in exchange for his
own power. Reminiscent of the scene in Episode VII: The Force Awakens where Kylo kills Han,
Kylo instead asks his father to help him dispose of his Dark side persona once and for all:
Han: Come home.
Kylo: It’s too late. She’s gone.
Han: Your mother’s gone. … But what she stood for, what she fought for… that’s not
gone. … Ben.
Kylo: I know what I have to do but I don’t know if I have the strength to do it.
Han: You do.
Kylo: Dad…
Han: I know.
(Abrams, 2019)
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Kylo pitches his lightsaber into the ocean, effectively ditching his former trajectory and
kickstarting his redemption and transformation back into Ben Solo. Here we see a unique facet of
Star Wars villains demonstrated for the third time on screen: their ability to distinguish
themselves between two personas. Before he was Darth Sidious, there was Sheev Palpatine;
before Darth Vader, there was Anakin Skywalker; before Kylo Ren, there was Ben Solo. Both
Vader and Kylo are able to “redeem” themselves but die before they would inevitably face
galactic scrutiny and atone for their turn. Is this an easy way out, or a necessary evil to wipe
these equally evil figures from the galaxy? When Rey refuses to turn to the dark and follow
through on the Emperor’s wishes to transfer his life Force to her, she dies after a valiant fight
against him; when Ben revives her with his own life Force in a decisive act of good, he
demonstrates his rejection of the toxic Dark side of masculinity but dies immediately after.
Rather than protect his pride and hold the ultimate power over Rey, that of life over death, he
picks up her dead body and resuscitates her. The transformation of Kylo into Ben is complete
and he is willing to die for Rey to live, humbling himself after years of hypermasculinity drove
him to brutality and rage.
Audience receptions of Kylo Ren as a character are polarized and easily distinguishable
between two camps: one group tends to view Kylo favorably as a more complex and layered
character than his predecessors while the other is repulsed by how Kylo presents a more
subversive kind of masculinity in a galaxy that encourages traditional gender performance.
Oftentimes it is men who are uncomfortable with Kylo’s shirtless scene in Episode VIII: The
Last Jedi or his generally faltering allegiance to the Dark side, claiming that these aspects of his
persona make him a weak Star Wars villain in comparison to Darth Vader’s cold authoritarianism
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or even Palpatine’s insidious plotting. In a Tumblr post by user byronikylo, the author points out
the particular and unprecedented hatred towards Kylo Ren’s character and masculinity:
I claim that a lot of people (male AND female) are triggered by a male who dares to be
emotional AND demands empathy. We are conditioned to feel that a man should only
receive that sort of treatment when he denies his feelings, when he is ‘strong’ and ‘hard’
and closed off. We admire that, even in a villain. Darth Vader / Anakin gets a free pass
because while he is conflicted and shows emotions they are ‘masculine’ emotions like
anger, rage and hate. He does tear up but they are angry tears. Someone like Kylo Ren,
who is open and vulnerable, more so than they can handle, we perceive as pathetic and
weak.
It is not that Kylo’s blatant display of emotion is an all-out weakness; instead, it’s the
specific emotions he displays that posit him as weak because they are emasculating emotions. He
cries openly to his father, Han Solo, right before he kills him (figure 4). Discourse like this is in
direct response to the kinds of forums like the subReddit page titled “Saltier Than Crait”,
cheekily named simultaneously for a salt-covered Star Wars planet and the kind of emotive
content the thread contains, taking aim at the ways creators get Star Wars wrong: one user opens
their multi-paragraph rant with, “Did you guys know that Kylo Ren is 29-30 yeras[sic] old? He
has the maturity of an abusive, psychopathic, whiny teenager!” Another user says Kylo is neither
“complex nor conflicted since everything he does is evil.” Aside from completely missing the
complexity of Kylo’s arc, a crucial detail of which is the fact that he is perpetually in a state of
conflict between the Light and Dark sides of the Force, these comments also miss the fact that
Kylo’s rampant behavior is in fact a symptom of hypermasculinity rather than effeminate or
“whiny.” These complaints speak to the toxic masculinity that permeates modern society and
prevents cisgender white men from fully understanding their emotions and complexity as part
and parcel of the human experience: “Kylo’s trajectory is more than just the rejection of toxic
masculinity; it is an open critique of it” (Esterrich, 2021).
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Figure 4: Kylo never refrains from wearing his emotions on his sleeve, especially when he abandons the helmet that
provides a barrier between his human face and the harsh reality of the galaxy beyond it. Image courtesy of
Lucasfilm.

The character of Kylo Ren provides an opportunity for audiences—both casual and
hardcore Star Wars consumers—to think critically through a feminist lens about the kinds of
masculinities that are presented and encouraged in entertainment and society alike, but the
critique ultimately falls short in Episode IX: The Rise of Skywalker. By walking back on and
reaffirming the very binaries that Kylo and Rey actively criticize through their characterizations
alone, it seems that the conclusion of the Skywalker saga suggests that, for all its twists and turns
and phases of balance in the Force, the binarized pull is too strong to commit to exploring arcs
outside of said binary. Both Rey and Kylo Ren are failed by the system that created them and
ultimately drew them together: they cannot exist without the other challenging them to each
other’s side, and while Episode VIII: The Last Jedi veers closest to the edge, considering a
destruction of the “sides” and the norms that come with light and dark, either Rey turning to the
dark or Kylo turning to the light is a shift in the story that is unsustainable in the long run.
Instead of forcing Kylo-Ben to reckon with his war crimes as Supreme Leader of the First Order,
Episode IX: Rise of Skywalker retreads familiar ground to cement him as a tragic hero by killing
him off after a rushed kiss and wordless exchange. His grandfather Anakin similarly avoided
penance by dying in Luke’s arms at the end of Episode VII: Return of the Jedi. By ignoring the
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critiques of the “central gendered strategies of the series” and propping up yet another bifurcated
battle between good and evil (Hakola et al., 2021) in Episode IX, the Skywalker saga suffers a
significant loss in its retreat from genuine and constructive explorations of more liberatory
gender dynamics.
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III. RESISTING BINARIES AND ABSOLUTES
Take Off That Mask, You Don’t Need It: The Visual Vocabulary of Masks
Within the many worlds of Star Wars, masks and helmets play a vital role in
distinguishing characters and establishing pervasive iconography across all mediums, be it
novels, cartoons, or live-action film and television. Through costume and character analysis, this
section interrogates the visual vocabulary of masks and helmets in order to demonstrate their
ability to contribute to characters’ identities and their own performances of their “self” that they
seek to communicate to others. In film and television specifically, particular characters come to
be known by the ways they obscure their faces, forever associated with their helmets in more
ways than one. However, not all masks are the same: a character’s relationship to their mask or
helmet varies depending on who the character is. This is most evident in three of the franchise’s
most iconic characters: the titular figure in Jon Favreau’s The Mandalorian; the original trilogy’s
Darth Vader, and the sequel trilogy’s Kylo Ren. In their first scenes on screen, each emerges clad
in their respective helmets or masks and convey a sense of mystery and intimidation as a result.
While these three masks serve different purposes for their wearers, each character
possesses a particular attachment to their masks as extensions of the self and, more specifically,
the mask’s ability to specify identity. The Mandalorian, or Din Djarin, wears his helmet in
adherence to The Way’s religious mandate and for his own personal safety. In the aftermath of
his duel with Obi-Wan Kenobi, Anakin Skywalker is left to burn alive but is saved by the efforts
of his master Palpatine and the machinations of the bodysuit apparatus that preserves his life,
becoming Darth Vader as his personhood unites with the black armor and helmet. Kylo Ren
utilizes his mask to reaffirm his identity in stark opposition to his former self, known as Ben
Solo, in a desperate attempt to emulate his grandfather Darth Vader. For one, his helmet is a
matter of religious practice and personal safety; for another, his helmet is a means of literal
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survival as it helps him breathe; for still another a helmet shields the outside galaxy from his
inner turmoil.
Din Djarin’s Mandalorian roams the galaxy’s post-Empire outer edges as a bounty hunter
bound by the code of The Mandalorian Way in an extremist sect named the Children of the
Watch. As the Armorer states, it is prohibited for Mandalorians to remove their helmet or have
them “be removed by others” (Russell, 2020). The rigidity of this rule is different for other
Mandalorians in the Star Wars canon, but in Din’s case it is nonnegotiable. After the Great Purge
in which the Empire annihilated most of the Mandalorian populations in order to salvage their
beskar material (Russell, 2020), retaining one’s helmet may also be a means of preserving
personal safety. There are a handful of instances where Din removes his helmet, and most of
them are initially very much not on his terms: needless to say he removes it to eat on several
occasions, but he also allows the IG-11 droid to remove it to heal his injuries (Waititi, 2019);
when he is acting as an Imperial trooper and a machine requires facial recognition (Famuyiwa,
2020); and lastly when he removes it to say goodbye to Grogu (Reed, 2020).
The Mandalorian helmet harkens back to the very Code it promotes: efficiency,
obedience, and discipline. The sleek appearance resembles the Clone Wars’ trooper helmet
styles, and similarly to Darth Vader’s and Kylo Ren’s, allows the wearer’s emotions to remain
obscured. However, while Din conveys a cold stiffness, his emotions barely leak out from him
undetected: his body language is as loud as his voice could be, rendering his mask useless with
regards to hiding emotion (see figure 1). Still, it functions to preserve his identity and
individuality, even though his allies and enemies recognize him from a mile away. Because of his
reputation as a lone ranger, the same helmet and uniform silhouette that would make him
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indistinguishable from identical Mandalorians ironically makes him stand out in settings where
he is not with other Mandalorians.

Figure 1: Though it embodies his crisp and initially militaristic approach to life as a bounty hunter, Mando’s
helmet—and the rest of his uniform—does not always mask his emotions as they seep out through his subtle body
language. Image courtesy of Lucasfilm.

These instances of helmet-removal are especially poignant as we grow to understand Din,
as an empty nester with no family or friends, to be someone wholly committed to his work as a
bounty hunter and The Way as religious code. In the fifth episode of “The Book of Boba Fett,”
Din returns to the Armorer with the intent for her to fashion something for Grogu (Howard,
2022). While there, he is challenged to a duel by Paz, who claims family right to the Darksaber.
Din wins the brawl, but the Armorer exposes his recently relaxed approach to the life of eternal
helmet-wearing: “When she asks him if he’s gone bareheaded, he cannot tell a lie… Mando isn’t
rewarded for his honesty. Instead, he’s labeled an apostate and instantly excommunicated: He’s
‘a Mandalorian no more’” (Lindbergh, 2022). The Armorer suggests to him a method of
redemption for his mistakes, but it is clear that Din’s helmet removal and undying integrity to the
Armorer do not come without their own consequences. The times he has removed it, however,
were not reckless: they were occasions of personal injury and emotional vulnerability,
increasingly becoming mere hurdles to jump in the greater mission of rescuing or preserving
Grogu’s safety. Perhaps Din’s arc with his helmet embodies the idea that strict adherence to the
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law of a religion, sect, or cult is not entirely possible without some kind of side effect. Din
actively realizes the importance of flexibility and balance by prioritizing the safety of another
being, usually Grogu, rather than merely upholding his Code for the sake of being a “good”
Mandalorian.
In his first appearance in Episode IV: A New Hope, Darth Vader is an imposing presence,
his black robes sweeping across the crisp white interior of the Rebel ship like a cloud of squid
ink blooming in open water. The rattling metallic rhythm of his breathing resembles wind
rushing through a tunnel and back again, steady and robotic. His presence looms large and forces
one to question who, or what, is underneath all of the darkness. How Vader came to be as a
character remained a mystery until the prequel trilogy premiered twenty years after the original
trilogy. The prequel trilogy enlightens us on how Anakin Skywalker, once a young boy with
great potential as a Jedi, eventually became the formidable and iconic villain Darth Vader. With
the prequels’ context we understand that Anakin Skywalker’s physical and emotional
transformation into Darth Vader was in part necessary for his survival and not just a physical
representation of the all-encompassing shift that permeates his body and soul. Left dismembered
and dying at Obi-Wan’s hands on the coast of a lava flow on Mustafar, Anakin is abandoned until
Palpatine emerges to save him from a painful and fiery death. The end of Episode III: Revenge of
the Sith depicts him on an operating table (see figure 2) with medical droids removing the burnt
skin and clothing and replacing him with robotic appendages, concluding with him donning the
iconic helmet in figure 3. This scene is interwoven with scenes of his wife Padmé giving birth to
their twins Luke and Leia from which she dies immediately, signaling her inability to live in a
world without Anakin and his own inability to have his cake and eat it too: her position as the
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symbol of the democratic Old Republic is irreconcilable with his identity as Darth Vader because
it is a direct extension of the Galactic Empire.

Figure 2: Lying on an operating table at the end of Episode III: Revenge of the Sith, Anakin’s physical
transformation into Darth Vader is as much an aesthetic necessity as it is a necessity for his survival: his dark garb
from the original trilogy is an amalgamation of the components keeping him alive. Image courtesy of Lucasfilm.

With the helmet on, though, Vader is able to hide Anakin Skywalker much like his
grandson will eventually employ his own mask to hide Ben Solo: “Vader’s garb, inasmuch as it
hides his ‘humanness,’ reveals a darkness that functions as a visual metaphor for a loss of self,
and this is depicted by the fact that his helmet prevents him from having a visible face”
(McDowell, 122). Vader’s dehumanization is further indicated when Obi-Wan as a Force ghost
consoles Luke after Yoda’s death on Dagobah and counters Luke’s assertion that Vader’s
redemption is not a lost cause: “He’s more machine now than man, twisted and evil” (Marquand,
1983). Obi-Wan’s characterization of his former Padawan and friend reinforces the presumed
permanence of Vader’s allegiance to the Dark side and his everlasting renunciation of his former
self, Anakin Skywalker. Throughout the prequel trilogy Anakin seeks desperately to find
belonging after he leaves the only home he’s ever known on Tatooine. He wants to be a Jedi
Knight like his master Obi-Wan, he wants to pursue a romantic relationship with Padmé
Amidala, he subsequently wants to amass as much power as possible in order to protect her from
death after failing to save his mother from the same fate. Anakin is at his core an individual with
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no original identity, only those that are thrust upon him: Qui-Gon Jinn senses his midichlorian
count in Episode I: The Phantom Menace and determines that he must train to become a Jedi,
leaving the child Anakin with little autonomous choice in his destiny. The projection of the
ancient prophecy that suggests a well-talented Jedi will emerge to bring balance to the Force
becomes a reality for the Jedi Order when Anakin emerges, and he understandably crumbles
under the immense pressure. His development and transformation into Darth Vader thus indicates
an ultimate loss of self as McDowell puts it, because as Vader he is farther from his physical and
emotional identity than ever before. Unlike Kylo Ren, who wears a helmet to intentionally
obscure and resist his true identity as Ben Solo, Darth Vader is forced to suppress Anakin
Skywalker both physically and emotionally with his mask.

Figure 3: Darth Vader’s helmet, a longstanding object within Star Wars iconography, emulates that of a human skull
with its sunken eyes and barred mouthpiece. Sleek and shiny like the aesthetics of the Empire, Vader’s mask and
breathing apparatus leave one wondering who, or what, is underneath. Image courtesy of Lucasfilm.

Similar enough to Darth Vader’s to signify an apparent connection between the two, Kylo
Ren’s mask provides him with the physical barrier necessary to hide the emotions he visibly
wears on his sleeve otherwise, demonstrated in figure 4. Without it, he is the vulnerable Ben
Solo, son of Rebel heroes Han Solo and Leia Organa. Repulsed by his parents but enamored with
his grandfather, Kylo wears his mask nearly ubiquitously as he emerges in Episode VII: The
Force Awakens. One particular scene in Episode VII explicitly outlines Kylo’s desire to replicate
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his grandfather’s legacy and to “other” his identity as Ben Solo when Kylo speaks to the
mangled, burnt remains of Darth Vader’s own helmet. Speaking to this helmet which
symbolically and physically represents what is left of Vader highlights the way in which Kylo
most identifies with his grandfather, at least cosmetically: they share the utilization of a mask.
However, with greater critical examination of this relationship, Kylo’s understanding of his
grandfather’s legacy as Darth Vader is evidently and critically flawed.

Figure 4: Kylo Ren’s mask clearly draws inspiration from that of Darth Vader’s, but with a more threatening and
visibly worn appearance, potentially signifying Kylo’s chaotic and conflicted nature. Image courtesy of Lucasfilm.

Just as Kylo himself wears a mask to hide his identity as Ben Solo, Vader’s mask also
performs to obscure his own hidden identity, that of Anakin Skywalker before his fall to the Dark
side. Kylo begs the Vader helmet, “Show me again the power of the darkness, and I will let
nothing stand in our way” (Abrams, 2015). He verbalizes to the mask that he feels a pull to the
Light side that his own mentor, Supreme Leader Snoke, senses and concludes is a weakness that
inhibits Kylo’s ability to fully embrace the Dark side. Here lies the perpetuation of the Light and
Dark side Force binary, where each depend on the other to exist but in terms of individual
alignment are mutually exclusive. The irony of Kylo worshiping Vader’s helmet is further
exemplified by background knowledge provided by the prequel trilogy, which enlightens
audiences on Anakin’s rebirth into Darth Vader. His turn necessitates a physical transformation
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that includes a mechanical breathing apparatus and mask after his deadly fight against Obi-Wan
Kenobi on the planet Mustafar (Lucas, 2005). Thus, Vader’s mask is vital to his ability to live; on
the contrary, Kylo Ren utilizes his mask simply to hide his face and convey a more threatening
figure. He is physically able to survive without it, but at the cost of exposing his inner emotional
turmoil for all to witness.
In Episode VIII: The Last Jedi, Kylo Ren’s turmoil is further exacerbated after the events
of VII where he commits patricide and is handily defeated by Rey in a saber fight that ends with
a slice down his face. In his first scene of this film, a silent brooding Kylo Ren approaches
Snoke’s throne and is admonished by his mentor in a cloak of underhanded compliments. Snoke
reminds Kylo of what he sees in him—“the potential of your bloodline” (Johnson, 2017)—and
dubs him “a new Vader” before musing that he must have been “mistaken” after Kylo’s apparent
flubs depicted in the previous episode. Snoke demands that Kylo remove his helmet, calling it
“ridiculous,” before berating Kylo for having too much of his father Han Solo’s heart in him
(Johnson, 2017). Kylo angrily protests, reminding Snoke that he “didn’t hesitate” when he killed
his father, but Snoke silences him by pointing out the healing scar on his face that “split [your]
spirit to the bone” (Johnson, 2017). While Kylo removed his mask in Episode VII several times,
this explicit rebuke of his mask shifts something in him. Snoke chides to Kylo, “You’re no
Vader… you’re just a child in a mask” (Johnson, 2017). Kylo proceeds to destroy his helmet in a
fit of rage immediately following this exchange. Something about his mentor Snoke seeing
through the facade that Kylo painstakingly curated for himself confirms his worst fear, the very
same that Rey identifies as Kylo probes her mind in Episode VII: “You’ll never be as strong as
Darth Vader!” (Abrams, 2015). Now, Kylo realizes he must redirect his point of inspiration from
the past—let it die, so to speak—and create something new from its ashes, which he proposes to
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Rey after he kills Snoke and they team up to take down the Praetorian Guards. The simultaneous
task of drawing from the past to revive Vader’s legacy but deny his own past as Ben Solo is an
unsustainable feat that Kylo can no longer maintain moving forward, which becomes evident in
Episode IX: The Rise of Skywalker when he seems to freely move between wearing his mask and
going barefaced: he realizes that he himself is what will determine his identity, not the mask that
covers his face.

Figure 5: After destroying it in a fit of rage in Episode VIII: The Last Jedi, Kylo Ren reconstructs his helmet in
Episode IX: The Rise of Skywalker and inadvertently reaffirms his crippling insecurity between his warring identities
as Kylo Ren and Ben Solo. Image courtesy of Lucasfilm.

Kylo is mistaken, though, in hoping his restored helmet will bear the burden of
convincingly conveying a sense of certainty and confidence. He has the mask rebuilt for him at
the beginning of Episode IX: Rise of Skywalker with his Knights of Ren adorning him. But, after
watching Episode VIII: The Last Jedi, one has to wonder why Kylo chooses to rebuild the same
mask for which his former master Supreme Leader Snoke belittled him. Kylo’s assassination of
Snoke is a core aspect of his development from a meek student under the Supreme Leader to a
man ready and willing to kill his mentor for power, and it represents Kylo’s frustration with the
old ways of the Dark side. When he kills Snoke, it is a rejection of Kylo’s subjugation under him,
but it is also a rejection of how Snoke views Kylo: he sees him as a child in a mask, which
counters everything Kylo has worked for up to this point. Perhaps rebuilding the mask is a
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reclamation of what Kylo initially wanted to be in Snoke’s eyes, and now that he no longer
suffocates under the heavy hand of his master, he is free to return to the mask without Snoke
present to emasculate him for wearing it. Unfortunately for Kylo Ren this return is not as simple
or clear as he wants it to be. When Rey spits to him through their Force connection, “I see
through the cracks in your mask. You’re haunted. You can’t stop seeing what you did to your
father” (Abrams, 2019), it is evident that Kylo’s attempt at obscuring his instability by wearing
the mask has completely backfired. Harkening back to the ancient Japanese Kintsugi art form,
which “emphasizes fractures and breaks instead of hiding or disguising them” (Richman-Abdou,
2019), Kylo’s new helmet does more harm to his threatening aura than good. The physical cracks
seen in figure 5 can be interpreted in two crucially different ways: they can be seen as an
indication of Kylo’s “healing” and full commitment to the Dark side, or as manifestations of the
crippling insecurity that, as Rey points out, haunts him at every turn. Furthermore, Kylo cannot
seem to commit to wearing the mask or not: he dons it for most of the beginning of Episode IX,
but as he encounters Rey and interacts with her either in person or through the Force, he remains
maskless. Rey’s comment about Kylo being “haunted” continues the same trivialization of his
mask that Snoke identified, and both seem to have enough of an influence on Kylo that he will
indirectly follow their lead whether he himself agrees with it: he breaks his mask after Snoke
belittles him for it and removes his new one to speak with Rey after she reminds him that she
sees the turmoil lurking underneath, even though he painstakingly tries to convince himself and
others that the mask is part and parcel of what he sees as his true identity as Kylo Ren.
The most immediate antithesis to Kylo Ren in the sequel trilogy is Finn, the
ex-Stormtrooper turned Resistance fighter whose objective shifts from a simple desire to escape
the First Order to a wholesale commitment to the Resistance’s cause. Episode VII: The Force
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Awakens depicts, for the first time, a Stormtrooper who successfully defects from the
indistinguishable mass of black and white armory to carve a new identity for themselves, and
that is how we meet Finn. During the siege on Tuanul in Episode VII, one lone trooper hesitates
and refrains from detaining and killing the locals, evidently conflicted against the First Order’s
incentives. He already has singled himself out with streaks of a fallen comrade’s blood that adorn
his visor in figure 6, but his hesitation is also sensed by Kylo Ren nearby and later Captain
Phasma.

Figure 6: FN-2187 wants to escape from the oppressive authoritarian regime of the First Order and successfully,
albeit unintentionally, does so with a dying trooper’s blood-streaked fingerprints on his helmet. Image courtesy of
Lucasfilm.

Despite being conditioned to kill since the First Order abducted him and countless other
youth for their Stormtrooper program, this trooper abstains from the barrage on the Jakku village
and is caught in a panic in the aftermath, trying to find a brief moment of privacy aboard an
empty carrier so he can remove his helmet. The scenes on Tuanul directly contrast Kylo Ren’s
volatile, hypermasculine demeanor with Finn’s unhesitant expressions of fear and confusion.
Following behind him on the carrier is Captain Phasma, who coldly asks, “And who gave you
permission to remove that helmet?” (Abrams, 2015). This is what Esterrich identifies as an
“effect of totalitarianism”: “... the erasure of individuality, something embodied in the
stormtrooper uniform, which covers body and face to depersonalize the soldier” (2021). Finn
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recognizes that, as long as he remains in the sterile and authoritarian environment of the First
Order, he has no autonomy in determining a new identity for himself and is reprimanded by a
bastion of the Order itself when he attempts to do so.

Figure 7: By removing his helmet, FN-2187—later known as Finn—rejects both the First Order itself and the
identity forced upon him as a Stormtrooper, embodying a masculinity that is comfortable with questioning himself
and what he stands for. Image courtesy of Lucasfilm.

At this point, he is still referred to as his designation code, FN-2187, and it is not until he
meets Resistance pilot Poe Dameron that he adopts the name Finn in an effort to distance himself
from the First Order. Finn is all too eager to accept the identity someone else suggests for him,
even though he is escaping from an institution whose foundational ideology is antithetical to
markers of individualism. What distinguishes Poe’s new name for him from FN-2187 is that Finn
is able to consent to this new name and claim it as his own, recognizing it as a turning point for
his new life outside of the First Order. This naming transpires between him and Poe as they
hijack a TIE fighter and escape the First Order’s Finalizer ship:
Poe: Hey, what’s your name?
Finn: FN-2187.
Poe: F… what?
Finn: That’s the only name they ever gave me.
Poe: Well, I ain’t using it. F-N, huh? Finn. I’m gonna call you Finn. Is that alright?
Finn: Finn. Yeah. Finn, I like that! I like that.
Poe: I’m Poe. Poe Dameron.
(Abrams, 2015)
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When identities are projected onto Kylo, like when Snoke deems him a child in a mask,
Kylo is enraged and seeks to reject these projections at all costs, distinguishing the two and their
perceptions of identity and masculinity. Whereas Kylo’s mask is an opportunity for him to hide
the identity underneath, Finn wants desperately to distance himself from his Stormtrooper helmet
as quickly as he can: “Where Finn removes, and then ditches, his helmet at the first opportunity,
Kylo Ren clings to his completely unnecessary, fabricated mask - a face that is not his own,
versus Finn’s sincerity” (Bennion, 2016). Furthermore, Finn’s helmet embodies everything he
hates: the First Order and its oppressive power over him, namely, its ability to determine his
identity solely as a Stormtrooper and erase anything that makes him stand out.
There are a plethora of characters who don masks in the Star Wars universe, but rarely do
we see as complex a motive behind them as is demonstrated in the characters explored here.
Each share the commonalities of wearing intimidating helmets that erase any semblance of
humanity or emotion, but Din, Vader, and Kylo utilize their masks for vastly different reasons
that propel their character arcs but also speak to the inner desire to distinguish between what they
understand as their respective “selves” and “others.” Din’s mask is a matter of survival, but it
also upends the traditional understanding of a mask obscuring one’s true identity: for Din, both
his identity as a bounty hunter and Mandalorian are rooted in wearing his helmet. Without it, he
is vulnerable to harm and loses his anonymity which is fatal for a Mandalorian. He removes it
only in instances where he deems it absolutely necessary either for his own survival or for that of
Grogu’s, the child for whom he develops a paternal affinity throughout the series. Additionally,
while masks tend to carry a negative connotation of obscuring one’s true identity and their
intentions, Din actively deconstructs that assumption by balancing the physical iconography of a
ruthless, helmeted bounty hunter with his more gentle and emotionally deliberative character
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with whom we become acquainted. Vader’s mask also reinforces his survival because it is one
component of the apparatus allowing him to breathe, but Kylo’s is the one that is purely
cosmetic: as a volatile and emotionally charged individual, Kylo is not skilled in hiding his
feelings, so the mask provides an additional benefit of hiding those emotions that easily and
evidently rage behind his eyes. Din, Vader, and Kylo express unstable masculinities that struggle
with their emotions and identities, which they counter by escaping behind their cold, dark masks.
On the other hand, Finn’s Stormtrooper helmet is an obstruction that, like the others, hides his
true identity. What distinguishes him from the others is his genuine intention to remove his
helmet and its associated identity, so he can carve a new persona for himself that embodies his
true self: a caring man comfortable with expressing his feelings and connecting with others
around him. Each mask performs the task of “covering up” the true identities of each character,
resisting the harsh realities of the world beyond by hiding their vulnerable and exposed human
faces.
Powerful Light, Powerful Darkness: Good versus Evil
There are several binaries at play in the Star Wars film franchise, and one of the most
powerful and far-reaching of these binaries is that of good and evil. Sometimes it is characterized
as the Light side and the Dark side, but all the same Star Wars constructs this binary and
responds to it by crafting characters and storylines that test its limits. This section employs a
deconstructivist approach to identify the major contributors to the good-evil binary’s longevity
and the films’ components that chip away at it either directly or indirectly, consciously or
subconsciously. Dualistic frameworks permeate most forms of art and media from fairy tales to
song lyrics, but they also possess an unparalleled power to impose the same binaristic viewpoint
in our real lives. Dealing in absolutes as Obi-Wan Kenobi says (Lucas, 2005) is reductive and
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dangerous; this warning tale is woven through the fabric of the entire Star Wars film franchise,
but its lessons are ultimately bypassed and the binary remains preserved.
Before a single character emerges in the first scene, every Star Wars trilogy film begins
with an opening crawl and bright yellow text laying the foundation for the film’s plot. These
opening crawls provide a spoiler-free nugget of context for the story and save the movies from
taking on the clunky task of manually introducing each character as they appear on screen. This
context is not objective to the goings-on of the galaxy; instead, these opening crawls determine
the lens through which we as audience members are expected to understand the narrative. In
Episode IV: A New Hope’s opening crawl, the Galactic Empire is coded as “evil”; the Rebellion
are deemed “freedom fighters” in Episode V: The Empire Strikes Back; the Resistance is “brave”
in Episode VII: The Force Awakens. The Rebels are explicitly good and the Empire is bad, and
each moral stance is mutually exclusive to the other. As audience members, we understand
through these opening crawls who we are expected to root for and who we should vehemently
oppose. This distinction blurs upon closer inspection: characters on both “sides” are complex and
rarely if ever are wholly good or evil but continue to operate within the binary of good and evil,
perpetuating a dangerous cycle that proposes no obvious solution or conclusion.

Figure 1: Dwarfed in size and experience by the two Jedi Knights at his sides, Anakin Skywalker is subject to the
Jedi Council’s scrutiny as Qui-Gon Jinn asks their approval to train Anakin as a Jedi. Image courtesy of Lucasfilm.
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It is not until the prequel trilogy that we begin to see cracks in the facade of the
seemingly benevolent Jedi, representatives of the Light side of the Force. In the prequel trilogy,
the Jedi Order serves as “guardians of the peace and justice for over a thousand generations”
(Lucas, 1977) in close association with the Old Republic, and their council is just as slow and
deliberative as the Republic itself. Like a religious sect, they maintain a careful hierarchy of
Force users and adhere to a strict set of rules in order to advance their skills as Jedi: “The Jedi
notion of order is closer to the idea of balance than to social control,” Esterrich suggests (2021),
but the trajectory of the prequels’ Jedi leans more toward control than balance. This is most
powerfully exemplified in the beginning chapters of Anakin Skywalker’s story, of a boy who
leaves his mother Shmi on Tatooine at age nine to be trained in the ways of a Jedi by Qui-Gon
Jinn and Obi-Wan Kenobi in Episode I: The Phantom Menace. Those two Jedi Knights made a
critical mistake before they even left Tatooine, bringing young Anakin to Coruscant before they
even get the approval of the Jedi Council for Anakin’s training. Anakin is far too old to train as a
Jedi, something the Jedi Council deliberates right in front of Anakin himself at the Jedi Temple
on Coruscant (see figure 1):
Mace Windu: No, he will not be trained.
Qui-Gon: No?
Mace Windu: He is too old.
Qui-Gon: He is the Chosen One. You must see it.
Yoda: Hmm. Clouded, this boy’s future is.
Qui-Gon: I will train him, then. I take Anakin as my Padawan learner.
Yoda: An apprentice you have, Qui-Gon. Impossible to take on a second.
Mace Windu: The code forbids it.
Qui-Gon: Obi-Wan is ready.
Obi-Wan: I am ready to face the trials.
Yoda: Our own counsel we will keep on who is ready.
Qui-Gon: He is headstrong, and he has much to learn of the living Force, but he is
capable. There is little more he can learn from me.
Yoda: Young Skywalker’s fate will be decided later.
Mace Windu: Now is not the time for this.
(Lucas, 1999)
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This exchange draws attention to a handful of overlapping conflicts that pierce the heart
of the good-evil binary: Qui-Gon’s potentially misled determination to train Anakin; the
deliberative and slow-moving nature of the Jedi Council; and the councilmembers’ rigidity in the
face of contradictions to the Jedi code. With an ancient Jedi prophecy suggesting that a
significantly powerful Force user would one day emerge to bring balance to the Force, Qui-Gon
is understandably determined to earn the Council’s approval to train Anakin, who has an
exceptional concentration of midichlorians about him and therefore great potential in the Force;
however, perhaps destiny is not so predetermined and the Council was right about holding
Anakin back from training as a Jedi. After all, Anakin is well aware of how Qui-Gon views him
as the prophecy’s Chosen One: “Over the past decade Anakin has grown up with the memory of
Qui-Gon’s belief that he is ‘the one who will bring balance to the Force’... Anakin is not just any
boy, and he has not been just any Jedi Padawan. He has had to carry the claim made about his
potential in the history of ‘the Force’ since his reception into the Jedi Order” (McDowell, 2014).
It is no wonder that Anakin gradually crumbles under the weight of this pressure forced upon
him by a group of Jedi council members who cannot seem to decide in the first place whether he
should be trained at all. The Jedi traditionally begin training their young at a much earlier age
than Anakin’s nine years, and he is at a significant disadvantage as a result of his deep love for
his mother and eventually for Padmé: a crucial component of the Jedi lifestyle is that they live
without emotional connections to others, so it makes sense that raising and socializing
younglings in an environment that discourages these connections produces more successful Jedi
than just picking young tweens out from planets in the Outer Rim territories.
The significance of the Jedi practice of training younglings, however, is that it bears a
hefty similarity to a future organization’s strategies for producing a group of well-trained beings:
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in supplementary content adjacent to the films, the First Order of the sequel trilogy is revealed to
maintain a program where individuals are “trained from birth” to become the Order’s
Stormtrooper forces. When Kylo Ren taunts Hux about Finn’s defection in Episode VII: The
Force Awakens, an irritated Hux reminds Kylo: “My men are exceptionally trained, programmed
from birth” (Abrams, 2015). In the context of the First Order, this is undoubtedly a horrific and
inhumane practice; why is it not the same for the Jedi Order? As both Anakin and Finn confirm,
attempts to snuff out all emotion and individuality are not foolproof and bear exceptional
consequences for the galaxy.
Something else with exceptional consequences is the phrasing around which Light side
Force users are warned about the temptations toward the Dark side. Oftentimes, these pupils are
encouraged to train adequately enough to avoid being literally “seduced” by the Dark side: in
recounting his younger days and Anakin’s turn to Luke, Obi-Wan tells him: “Vader was seduced
by the Dark side of the Force” (Lucas, 1977); Luke asks Yoda if the Dark side is stronger than
the Light and Yoda responds, “No, no, no. Quicker, easier, more seductive” (Kershner, 1980).
The sexual undertones of the word “seduction” are not an accident: in an essay outlining George
Lucas’s thematic choices for the original and prequel trilogies, Veronica Wilson points out the
gendered distinctions between the Light and Dark sides of the Force: “It is the Dark side,
personified by the sexually ambiguous Palpatine/Sidious, that ‘seduces’ Anakin into joining the
Sith, murdering the Jedi, and helping establish the Galactic Empire” (Silvio, 2007). Ironically,
Kylo uses the same language to reassure his master, Snoke, that he will not waver on his dark
path if he encounters his father Han Solo again: “By the grace of your training I will not be
seduced” (Abrams, 2015). Turning to the other side of the Force suggests a temptation similar to
that of unbridled sexual urges, like a social taboo that shames individuals into silence. Instead of
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leaning into these, though, people like Anakin and Kylo are persuaded to push these temptations
down and quite literally repress them when it comes to the lure of the Light side; Anakin’s
emotions are what prevent him from becoming a better Jedi, while Kylo’s can drive him either
farther toward the dark or back to the light. Conversely, Palpatine is the only person in the
prequels to encourage Anakin’s passionate feelings as a means of manipulating him to the Dark
side. On the other hand, Yoda offers Anakin a proverb that synonymously showcases Anakin’s
impending failure as a Jedi and the absolutism of the Jedi code in Episode I: The Phantom
Menace:
“Fear,” admonishes Master Yoda, “leads to anger; anger leads to hate; hate leads to
suffering.” Fear for loved ones’ well-being, fear of the sundering of emotional ties, is
considered a primary route to the Dark side. Hence, Anakin is immediately given the first
and most important lesson he will never truly learn as a Jedi apprentice or Knight - that
emotional detachment, compassion, and concern for all beings in the abstract, but no
passionate attachments to particular persons, should govern the behaviors and attitudes of
a proper Jedi Knight. Intense, passionate bonds of any sort are a potential path to
selfishness, darkness, and evil.
(Silvio, 2007)
Perpetuating this absolutism is what keeps the Jedi Council and any Jedi in general from
realizing that Senator Palpatine is orchestrating the transformation of the Old Republic into the
first Galactic Empire right under their noses. Instead, they are focused on maintaining the rigid
order of their Council: “... with their initial war support, their blindness to the Sith in their midst,
and the way they treated Anakin, [the Jedi] are similarly complicit in the tragedy of their
destruction” (McDowell, 2014). Forcing Jedi Padawans to suppress their feelings results in the
already emotionally volatile Anakin Skywalker submitting his loyalty to Palpatine, who entices
him by encouraging him to give in to his thoughts rather than bury them. In the novelization of
Episode III: Revenge of the Sith, Palpatine says as much: “Let yourself out, Anakin, and I will
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give you anything you want” (Silvio, 2007). Furthermore, Palpatine’s efforts to seduce Anakin
reflect the Christian thematics of temptation in the Genesis story of Eve and the serpent:
Driven by lust for worldly and occult power, lust that can easily blend into desire for the
masters who offer such a reward, potential Sith acolytes are liminal creatures, caught on
the threshold between love and hate, empowerment and enslavement, supernatural
transcendance and spiritual abjection. Like the serpent in Eden urging Eve to eat from the
Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil, Palpatine seduces Anakin with the prospect of
limitless knowledge and power, including the ability to prevent death.
(Silvio, 2007)
Notably, Anakin’s frustration with the Jedi Council and subsequent attraction to Palpatine stems
from his toxic desire to keep Padmé alive after being unable to do so for his mother Shmi. Why
would he want to remain attached to an organization that discourages him from maintaining
emotional investments in the wellbeing first of his mother and later his wife? The idea of being
“seduced” to the Dark side thus speaks more to the Jedi’s desperate foothold on defining the Sith
and the Dark side as the undesirable “other” that must be rejected and repressed in order for the
Jedi to remain in power. After all, according to Obi-Wan Kenobi, “only a Sith deals in absolutes”
(Lucas, 2005), which is in itself an absolute and exposes the Jedi’s perceptions of themselves as
infallible.
The lines between good and bad in the Star Wars universe are further complicated when
war is that much closer in emotional proximity to characters in focus, like those in Rogue One
who get their hands dirty for the Rebellion’s cause. Admittedly, war is always a component of
every Star Wars film, the word “war” is literally half of the title; by “emotional proximity” here I
mean those whose arcs are intertwined with either perpetuating the regimes of the Empire or
First Order, or struggling against those organizations with the Rebellion or Resistance. While
Luke Skywalker indeed fights with the Rebellion to destroy the Empire, his arc is more so
concerned with his development as a Jedi and reconciliation with his father, Darth Vader. While
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the original trilogy—and to an extent the prequels and sequels—largely keeps its characters
strictly on either side of good and bad, this strict alignment does strengthen the significance of
Darth Vader’s redemption at the end of Episode VI: Return of the Jedi. Rogue One muddies the
waters by showing war in a messier and perhaps more realistic lens, with characters who outline
the complexities of political allegiances and privileges of choice. Our introduction to Cassian
Andor sees him kill a fellow Rebel without hesitation in order to escape an advancing cadre of
Stormtroopers, something much more personal and intimate than in Episode IV: A New Hope
when Han, Leia, and Luke shot at indistinguishable troopers with abandon. Immediately it is
evident that Rogue One is a dirtier look at the Star Wars universe that complicates the
unsustainable binary between strictly good and strictly evil.

Figure 2: By focusing on the Death Star’s explosion at large as an inanimate object and not on the individuals aboard
it, the narrative uses the explosion symbolically for the Empire’s instability rather than point to the unknown number
of passengers that the Rebellion killed in its efforts to dismantle the regime. Image courtesy of Lucasfilm.

The original trilogy primarily sticks with indeterminate deaths to, as Esterrich puts it,
“buffer the shock of war, the shock of violence, the shock of death” (2021). Shooting at nameless
Stormtroopers or exploding Death Stars from a distance without adding any intimate scenes of
characters aboard in their last living moments provides a barrier behind which audiences can
compartmentalize the ugliness of war. Additionally, this distance from the deadly consequences
of destroying the Death Star separates its moral implications from the narrative. After all, we
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only see the Death Star exploding in the background as the Millennium Falcon makes its
getaway in the nick of time in figure 2. Do we want to see Luke, Leia, and Han as senseless
killers just as the Empire is? Certainly not, but characters like Saw Gerrera (figure 3) embody a
moral grayness that more realistically portrays the ambiguity of seemingly incorruptible
righteousness when the fate of the galaxy is at stake. Initially a part of the Rebel Alliance, Saw
becomes frustrated with their moral righteousness and creates his own group, the Partisans, to
carry out much more violent efforts to destabilize the Empire:
One exception is the tense relation depicted in Rogue One between the Alliance and the
rebel faction led by Saw Gerrera, whom Alliance leaders consider an extremist due to his
willingness to resort to terrorism in the struggle against the Empire. … The
Alliance-Gerrera dispute seems to be about the moral appropriateness and strategic utility
of targeting civilians, rather than asserting control of the opposition movement, and there
is no indication that it seriously undermined the fight against the common enemy.
(Pischedda, 2017)
Saw is a more realistic representation of a movement’s extremist sect, exposing the true
nature of the Rebel Alliance as a diverse faction of varying ideas, perspectives, and political
views: “The Rebel Alliance isn’t a divine source of good. It’s a governing body run by people
from across the galaxy with conflicting goals and beliefs, ranging from the extremists
represented by Gerrera to those who might reconcile with the Empire itself” (Liptak, 2016).
Their ultimate goal is to dismantle the Empire, yes, but the questions of how to do so and what to
rebuild in its place are answered differently depending on who is asked. Not insignificant is the
fact that Saw willingly created child soldiers for his extremist group, one most notably being Jyn
Erso. When they reunite in Rogue One, this is a point of tension for Jyn, who holds quite a lot of
bitterness for Saw as he left her behind at sixteen years old: “You were already the best soldier in
my cadre,” Saw replies, “I was protecting you” (Edwards, 2016). For Saw, it appears he is
willing to do whatever it takes to destroy the Empire, including killing civilians and recruiting
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teenagers to become his soldiers; other rebels like Princess Leia and Obi-Wan are willing to toss
aside a handful of Stormtroopers but perhaps steer clear of outright violence towards the
individuals caught in between the warring groups.

Figure 3: In both his film debut in Rogue One and supplementary content, Saw Gerrera embodies the moral
ambiguity of anyone involved in the struggle against or for the Empire and ultimately the binary between good and
evil. Image courtesy of Lucasfilm.

Pictured in figure 3 as he appears in Rogue One, Saw is a weathered revolutionary who
endured the reign of the Old Republic and the rise of the Empire; Leia and to an extent Obi-Wan
also want to destroy the Empire but appear to only want to do so in an effort to return to the
galaxy that existed before, perhaps to their detriment: “The prequels show that the Empire grew
from the Republic’s order, and so the mission to restore that old system of structure and ritual,
represented by the medal ceremony [at the end of Episode IV: A New Hope], seems like a return
to the same familiar cycle” (Brooker, 2020). When the Rebellion successfully destroys the
Empire and creates the New Republic in its place, it is evident that the return to the old system
failed for a second time as the sequel trilogy indicates that the Empire-wannabe First Order is in
power thirty years after the fall of the Empire. Rogue One does not explain Saw’s potential
visions for galactic governance after the Empire falls, and he does not live to see it happen either
as he and the city of Jedha are one of the first targets destroyed by the new Death Star: as Jyn and
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the others barely scramble out alive, Saw stands and faces the impending wave of debris and
destruction, accepting his death after a long life devoted to resistance.

Figure 4: Surrounded by gamblers and gold coins, Finn and Rose have differing opinions regarding the indulgent
lifestyles of Canto Bight’s patrons. Image courtesy of Lucasfilm.

The good-bad binary is further examined and deconstructed in Episode VIII: The Last
Jedi, when Finn and Rose Tico secretly venture to the gambling city of Canto Bight (figure 4) to
find the Master Codebreaker in order to save the remnants of the Resistance fleet. With the help
of a disgruntled Poe Dameron, who was previously humbled by the newly instated Admiral
Holdo while General Leia recovers, the trio secretly plans the excursion without the knowledge
of Resistance leadership. In a moment of reprieve, Finn and Rose step out onto a balcony
overlooking a Kentucky Derby-like of horse-like animals called fathiers. At first glance, Finn is
entranced with the sparkling glamor and excess of the casino and the race, but Rose is noticeably
disgusted, suggesting something insidious beneath the gleaming surface of their surroundings:
Finn: Look, this whole place is beautiful. I mean, come on. Why do you hate it so much?
Rose: Look closer. My sister and I grew up in a poor mining system. The First Order
stripped our ore to finance their military then shelled us to test their weapons. They took
everything we had. And who do you think these people are? There’s only one business in the
galaxy that’ll get you this rich.
Finn: War.
Rose: Selling weapons to the First Order. I wish I could put my fist through this whole
lousy, beautiful town.
(Johnson, 2017)
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This exchange initially convinces Finn to assume that only the First Order would take
advantage of planets like this, ones like Rose’s home or Canto Bight on Cantonica, and it helps
him to further distance himself ideologically from the First Order after defecting in Episode VII:
The Force Awakens. However, just as Saw blurs the moral lines between the Rebellion and the
Empire in Rogue One, Finn and Rose encounter an equally morally ambiguous figure in DJ,
whose name is a shortened version of the phrase he lives by: “Don’t Join.” DJ sees both the
Resistance and the First Order as equally inept and would rather march to the beat of his own
drum than adhere to either side, since he does not see much difference in the two; instead, he
sees a living made by helping both. Finn’s arc in Episode VIII: The Last Jedi is the other side of
the coin Rey lands on, when she realizes meeting her hero in Luke Skywalker is not all it is
cracked up to be: similarly, Finn realizes that leaving the First Order did not necessarily mean he
left the only morally questionable organization in the galaxy. Instead, as he sees with DJ, war
makes messy figures on all sides and no one is wholly good or bad; they are simply people trying
to survive and navigate the system themselves, as evidenced by the former owner of the ship that
Finn, Rose, BB-8, and DJ hijack to escape Canto Bight:
Finn: What are you… why are you ransacking your own ship? It’s not your ship.
DJ: He [BB-8] says I stole it.
Finn: Yeah, I got that.
DJ: We stole it.
Finn: At least you’re stealing from the bad guys and helping the good.
DJ: Good guys, bad guys, made-up words. Let’s see who formerly owned this gorgeous
hunk. Ah, this guy was an arms dealer. Made his bank selling weapons to the good guys. Oh…
And the good. Finn, let me learn you something big. It’s all a machine, partner. Live free, don’t
join.
(Johnson, 2017)
Perhaps DJ is only trying to warn Finn of what will eventually happen later, after they
successfully manage to disguise themselves in First Order uniforms (figure 5) in order to disable
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the tracking system chasing the dwindling Resistance: when they are caught infiltrating the First
Order’s ship, the Supremacy, DJ cuts a deal with the Order to free himself but only in exchange
for the compromise of Rose and Finn. As they are handed over to the First Order and Finn calls
DJ out for his betrayal, DJ points out the cyclical push-and-pull nature of war: “They blow you
up today, you can blow them up tomorrow. It’s just business.” Finn says DJ is wrong and DJ
simply responds, “Maybe” (Johnson, 2017). In the context of the sequel trilogy, DJ’s rugged
individualism is clearly demonized: his lack of allegiance to either the First Order or the
Resistance blindsides Rose and Finn, whom we are encouraged to support through the narrative
as they gather information to help the Resistance.

Figure 5: By working with the mysterious DJ to impair the First Order’s tracking technology chasing the Resistance,
Finn and Rose learn that the lines between the good Resistance and the evil First Order are not so distinct. Image
courtesy of Lucasfilm.

DJ’s demonstrated luxury of not having to choose a side, instead opting to perpetuate the
larger conflict for his own gains, is the ultimate evil in Episode VIII: The Last Jedi. To that end,
Luke Skywalker nearly successfully pursues the same path of abstaining from choice, to the
galaxy’s detriment, until Rey manages to find him with the completed map thanks to R2-D2 and
BB-8. Luke believes that removing himself as an influence on the fate of the galaxy is an
acceptable penance for his role in Ben Solo’s turn to Kylo Ren, as if the subsequent power shifts
after the fact will not affect him. We know this to be false because the First Order was competing
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against the Resistance in the ultimate race to find the legendary Skywalker himself, so he would
have either died by the Order’s hands or would get what we see in the film. While the fate of the
galaxy should not rest in one white man’s hands, it is true that people like Luke—and by
extension, DJ and Jyn in Rogue One—must participate in the war in order to change the tide.
Through his character, DJ identifies the dualistic nature of terms and dynamics like “good guys”
and “bad guys” or what he sees as arbitrary terms like “good” and “evil,” but rather than try to
change such a system, DJ exploits said binary by working for both causes and choosing his own
private gains over the public good of the galaxy.
While on the outside Star Wars appears to be a classic tale of good’s triumph over evil,
upon more careful inspection it is both an active recognition of the good and evil binary as well
as an active deconstruction of that same binary: we see the Rebellion as a bastion for galactic
freedom resisting the terror of the evil Empire in the original trilogy, but Rogue One and
characters like Saw Gerrera demonstrate the complexity of war and ascriptions to moral
goodness, encouraging a second look at the heroics of the original trilogy: should the Ewoks
cheer after the second Death Star is blown up in the atmosphere above them? Should the Jedi of
the prequels consider themselves “guardians of peace and justice” when they perpetuate harmful
repression of natural human instincts to feel and externally express emotions? Furthermore, more
recent installments like Episode VIII: The Last Jedi similarly prompt a reconsideration of the
parameters of war and morality. When an unknown character sells ships and weaponry to both
the First Order and the Resistance, it is certainly an instance of galactic war profiteering, but it is
also an opportunity for Finn to realize the ideological pedestal he has placed on those who either
genuinely or only appear to work for the Resistance’s cause. Star Wars paints a clear picture of
good and evil in Episode IV: A New Hope, but in installments following IV that picture is further
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blurred through characters and storylines that complicate the binary and exemplify the harm
perpetuated by a strict demarcation between impossible opposites: it is ultimately unrealistic and
unsustainable.
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CONCLUSION
The Greatest Teacher, Failure Is: The Legacy of Failure in Star Wars
Throughout the Star Wars film franchise, the legacy of failure lurks in the shadows much
like the Force itself. Nowhere is this legacy more prominent than in Luke Skywalker’s arc as he
grows from the bright-eyed nephew of a moisture farmer in Episode IV: A New Hope to a Jedi
master turned hermit in self exile on the planet Ahch-To in Episode VIII: The Last Jedi. By way
of conclusion, I make use of Luke’s arc as representative of the greater themes of failure,
balance, and resistance within the Star Wars film franchise. A microcosm of the Jedi legacy at
large, Luke’s hubris across the original and sequel trilogies reflects the common mistake of
viewing failure as final and absolute; instead, it holds potential for change and redemption as
evidenced by Luke’s self-sacrifice at the end of The Last Jedi. Failure provides space for a
reexamination of values, both personal and social, and the incorporation of “and” rather than
“or” in terms of identity. However, while the films present this idea of multiplicity and encourage
critique of absolutes, they ultimately return to a dualistic norm rather than presenting a new
incorporative form of being that transcends restrictive binaries. Overall, Luke’s arc is
representative of the toxicity of the entire saga’s binaristic tendencies and their own failures to
address or even permanently change them, demonstrating to us as film audiences that failure is
the greatest teacher for anything from personal character development to structural
inconsistencies.
In a moment of grief after Yoda’s peaceful death on Dagobah in Episode VI: Return of the
Jedi, Luke confesses to R2-D2 that he “can’t do it alone” (Marquand, 1983) in reference to
bringing his father back to the Light side. In the distance, the voice of Obi-Wan Kenobi tells him,
“Yoda will always be with you” (Marquand, 1983) before he emerges as a Force ghost to console
Luke (figure 1):
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Luke: Why didn’t you tell me? You told me Vader betrayed and murdered my father.
Obi-Wan: Your father was seduced by the dark side of the Force. He ceased to be Anakin
Skywalker and became Darth Vader. When that happened, the good man who was your father
was destroyed. So what I told you was true, from a certain point of view.
Luke: A certain point of view?
Obi-Wan: Luke, you’re going to find that many of the truths we cling to depend greatly
on our own point of view. Anakin was a good friend. When I first knew him, your father was
already a great pilot, but I was amazed at how strongly the Force was with him. I took it upon
myself to train him as a Jedi. I thought that I could instruct him just as well as Yoda. I was
wrong.
Luke: There is still good in him.
Obi-Wan: He’s more machine now than man, twisted and evil.
Luke: I can’t do it, Ben.
Obi-Wan: You cannot escape your destiny. You must face Darth Vader again.
Luke: I can’t kill my own father.
Obi-Wan: Then the Emperor has already won. You were our only hope.
(Marquand, 1983)
Preceding the kind of eager hopefulness Rey embodies when she tells Luke that Kylo
Ren can still be redeemed, this conversation between young Luke and his own mentor is pivotal
because of its implications for Luke’s worldview. While Obi-Wan indeed wants Luke to face
Darth Vader again, it is not out of a hope that Vader will turn back to the Light side; instead,
Obi-Wan believes Luke’s destiny is to destroy Darth Vader, regardless of his past and the
empathy that Luke possesses as Vader’s son. Here, the idea of destiny is intertwined with the
binary of failure and success: by describing Luke’s destiny as inescapable, Obi-Wan is implicitly
suggesting that Luke’s very attempts to escape Obi-Wan’s understanding of his destiny are
indications of Luke’s own failure. Instead, Luke views his destiny as saving his father and
bringing him back to the Light side, something that Obi-Wan and Yoda believe is an impossible
and futile task. Additionally, Obi-Wan invalidates Luke’s own agency as an independent person
with his own beliefs and worldview: by positing Luke’s life to a predetermined order of events
disguised as “destiny,” Obi-Wan relegates Luke’s selfhood to that of a pawn in a galactic game of
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chess where Luke’s sole value is his ability to destroy Darth Vader and bring the Jedi back to
power.

Figure 1: After Yoda dies, Luke is comforted and challenged by Obi-Wan Kenobi’s Force ghost, who tells him he
must still take on Darth Vader and defeat him once and for all. Image courtesy of Lucasfilm.

Previous sections allude to Luke’s failures especially as they affect the overarching plot
of the sequel trilogy while he lives in exile on Ahch-To, particularly as Rey unlearns her own
idolization of the Jedi, but this section examines Luke’s general experiences more closely in an
effort to reflect the legacy of the Star Wars films as a whole. Luke failed in his mentorship of
Ben Solo, but receives a redemptive second chance with Rey in the sequel trilogy when she finds
him on Ahch-To. Rey persistently badgers Luke for help with the Resistance against the First
Order, but he senses her own inner conflict that she desperately wants help with too. As part of
Rey’s second lesson in Episode VIII: The Last Jedi, Luke enlightens her on the history of the Jedi
and their inherent deficiencies in his eyes:
Luke: Lesson two. Now that they’re extinct, the Jedi are romanticized, deified. But if you
strip away the myth and look at their deeds, the legacy of the Jedi is failure. Hypocrisy, hubris.
Rey: That’s not true.
Luke: At the height of their power they allowed Darth Sidious to rise, create the Empire
and wipe them out. It was a Jedi Master who was responsible for the training and creation of
Darth Vader.
Rey: And a Jedi who saved him. Yes, the most hated man in the galaxy. But you saw there
was conflict inside him. You believed that he wasn’t gone, that he could be turned.
Luke: And I became a legend. For many years, there was balance and then I saw Ben. My
nephew with that mighty Skywalker blood. And in my hubris, I thought I could train him, I could
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pass on my strengths. Han was… Han about it, but… Leia trusted me with her son. I took him,
and a dozen students, and began a training temple. By the time I realized I was no match for the
darkness rising in him, it was too late.
Rey: What happened?
Luke: I went to confront him. And he turned on me. He must have thought I was dead.
When I came to, the temple was burning. He had vanished with a handful of my students and
slaughtered the rest. Leia blamed Snoke, but it was me. I failed. Because I was Luke Skywalker.
Jedi Master. A legend.
(Johnson, 2017)
Luke spits these lines of dialogue with a bitter disgust that distinguishes his older self
from the bright-eyed younger Luke of the original trilogy, signaling a hefty change between the
two. Both Luke and Rey are ultimately right in this exchange: referencing the prequels, Luke
points out that the Jedi “allowed Darth Sidious to rise” while they maintained influence, blind to
Palpatine’s underground intentions to create the Empire and oversee Anakin Skywalker’s
transformation into Darth Vader; Rey emphasizes that this failure was counteracted by Luke’s
very own successful effort to redeem his father, Darth Vader, at the end of the original trilogy.
“Sequel Luke” remains a contested figure within Star Wars fandom because he
contradicts the absolute good and hope that Luke seemed to portray in the original trilogy, which
if true would still prove troublesome: “The fans who were the most vocal critics of The Last Jedi
were dismayed to find that it depicted a discouraged Luke Skywalker who had failed to
constitute the Jedi Order and had hidden himself from his sister and the Resistance for reasons
unknown” (Patell, 2021). To think that Luke Skywalker was and always will be immune to his
own humanness is an unrealistic approach to consuming the Star Wars films because that line of
thinking ultimately fails to grasp the overarching idea of these movies as a whole: for every
institution or organization built on binaristic absolutes, there are a slew of characters who fall
short of surviving in that environment, and we see it most explicitly in Luke and his reactions to
the good-bad binary and toxic masculinity:
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In The Last Jedi, this failure of masculinity becomes more of a crisis. Luke has failed [so]
profoundly as a Jedi master that he has become a cranky recluse living in self-imposed
exile. The Last Jedi also features subplots that undermine male characters’ risky
strategies, but Luke’s unheroic turn is at the film’s front and center. … The premise of the
sequel trilogy suggests that overreliance on outdated masculine strategies is what
prevented the Rebellion in the original trilogy to enact long-term change. Neither Han nor
Luke could reimagine themselves in the post-imperial context that followed after their
successful escapades. Two leading male-figures in the Rebellion failed to live up to their
expectations, and the situation has once again deteriorated. The Last Jedi makes it
explicit that the risky heroics that saved them in the past provided only short-term
success.
(Hakola et al., 2021)
The lesson in his exchange with Rey is twofold: initially through Rey it encourages Luke to be
more empathetic toward himself, but it also encourages both Rey and us as viewers to think
critically about how iconic aspects of Star Wars are iconified and even deified as Luke rightfully
says. This occurs within the context of the films, as the post-imperial Republic between the
original and sequel trilogies falls to the loathsome First Order and Han and Leia—who were
presumably galactically wed after Episode VI: Return of the Jedi—are separated at the beginning
of the sequels, or outside of them by evidence of the mixed reception to “Sequel Luke” and other
beloved original trilogy characters in the sequels. More broadly, the rancor over Luke and the
sequel trilogy as a whole by particular cells of Star Wars fandom speak to the enduring discourse
on the relationship between fandom and storytelling, a topic certainly and extensively explored
in other forums.
The Star Wars films do not go into much detail about what life may have been like for
Luke following the end of the original trilogy after he redeems Darth Vader and brings him back
to the Light side; for all we know, he would inevitably continue to bear the personal and
debilitating weight of that legacy and the trauma that follows. The very ways in which Anakin’s
story transpires, specifically how he is renowned as a significantly powerful Jedi who becomes
the right-hand man for Palpatine and the Galactic Empire, should indicate to Luke and to us as
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viewers that failure is entrenched in the Skywalker family if not the Force and the galaxy at
large. Not that Star Wars seems to subsequently suggest that such an abstract concept like failure
is genetic, but Luke’s decision to start a new Jedi academy under his own tutelage and to include
his young nephew Ben Solo—the grandson of Anakin/Vader!—seems to forget the looming
presence of two contrasting legacies within the Skywalker family of which Ben Solo himself is
painfully aware: the legacy of his Jedi uncle Luke Skywalker and his Sith grandfather Darth
Vader. The conflict within him, exacerbated by Snoke’s undetected twisting of his mind from
within, is unbeknownst to his parents Han and Leia as well as his uncle. Luke tragically
discovers this darkness when it appears too late while Ben is a student in Luke’s academy in a
flashback during Episode VIII: The Last Jedi, pictured in figure 2:

Figure 2: Two versions of the consequential events of Ben Solo’s turn are presented to Rey: the first, told by Luke,
omits his own mistake of activating his lightsaber beside the sleeping Ben Solo; the second is explained by Kylo
Ren who notes that he awoke to his uncle as pictured above, cementing his own allegiance to Snoke and the Dark
side. Image courtesy of Lucasfilm.

This flashback is detailed in two different and conflicting accounts by the individuals
involved: Luke initially avoids confessing to Rey that he made the pivotal, albeit instinctual,
mistake of igniting his lightsaber after reading Ben’s mind and discovering the darkness there;
Kylo openly crucifies his uncle and the Jedi at large as self-righteous and destabilizes Rey’s
perception of Luke, mirroring the reality check for the fanboys who so viciously disliked the
sequel’s depiction of him. While Luke twists his narrative to suggest Ben initiated things, he
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admits to some degree his contribution to the mess and his overarching failures, but still fails to
realize the inherent flaws in his Jedi ideology that led him to this moment, outlined by Patell:
Luke’s account of what happened on the fateful night when he lost Ben Solo to the dark
side[sic] is an account of multiple failures: first, his failure to see the dark-side[sic]
building in Ben, just as Yoda had failed to see the workings of the dark side[sic] all
around him and Obi-Wan had failed to see the growing presence of the dark[sic] in
Anakin in the prequel trilogy; second, his failure to control his immediate instincts,
leading him to ignite his lightsaber above the sleeping boy; and finally, his recognition
that he has failed as a teacher: “The last thing I saw were the eyes of a frightened boy
whose master had failed him.”
(Patell, 2021)
In the sixth episode of The Book of Boba Fett, which takes place some years after
Episode VI: Return of the Jedi, Luke trains Grogu in the Force on the moon Yavin IV and offers
him an ultimatum that harkens back to Obi-Wan’s warning words to Anakin in Episode III:
Revenge of the Sith. Obi-Wan tells Anakin, “only a Sith deals in absolutes” (Lucas, 2005), but in
Boba Fett, Luke tells Grogu he must choose between the gifted Mandalorian armor or Yoda’s
green lightsaber, symbolic emblems representing Grogu’s relationship with Din Djarin, the
Mandalorian, and his journey training as a Jedi, respectively. The same logic Luke employed in
Return of the Jedi seems to be absent here. Like every fallible Jedi before him, Luke believes
that a true Jedi must abandon emotional connections to others in exchange for undivided
commitment to and focus on their Jedi training.
Luke[to Grogu]: The Mandalorian wanted you to have this. But before you take it, I will
give you a choice. … This is a lightsaber. It belonged to my teacher, Master Yoda. And now, I’m
offering it to you. But you may choose only one. If you choose the armor, you’ll return to your
friend, the Mandalorian. However, you will be giving in to attachment to those that you love and
forsaking the way of the Jedi. But if you choose the lightsaber, you will be the first student in my
academy, and I will train you to be a great Jedi. It will take you many years to master the ways of
the Force, and you may never see the Mandalorian again because, Grogu, a short time for you is
a lifetime for someone else. Which do you choose?
(Filoni, 2022)
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Luke’s unabashed ascription to this extremity is distressing for Grogu and dangerous for Luke
himself for two reasons: first, The Mandalorian television series establishes Grogu and Din’s
familial affinity for each other and the mutually protective and emotional value of their
relationship, so to suggest Grogu will be forced to choose between this relationship and his
potential future as a Jedi is a sad possibility to consider. (Spoiler alert: a later episode of The
Book of Boba Fett indicates that Grogu indeed chose Din over Luke by appearing in the
Mandalorian armor Din had crafted for him.) Second, the contextual knowledge gained by both
Luke and Kylo’s recollections of Ben’s turn at Luke’s academy point to Luke’s blatant ignorance
of the double standard he subconsciously places on the Sith in comparison to the Jedi, and also to
anyone who rejects the Jedi way but perhaps does not affiliate with the Sith either. Luke’s
ultimatum and Grogu’s eventual choice to return to Din Djarin and wear his Mandalorian armor
exemplify the Star Wars franchise’s perhaps unintentional commentary on community: rejecting
and repressing emotional connections to others results in people like Luke, Ben Solo, and Anakin
Skywalker who are harmed by and harm in turn the Jedi ideology that preaches solitude and
stability at the expense of an individual’s mental and emotional wellbeing. By failing to
recognize that the Jedi ideology itself has resulted in some of the most drastic and consequential
Dark side power in the galaxy—namely, the very same promotion of emotional repression that
proved detrimental to Anakin Skywalker as a Jedi Padawan, which Luke is enforcing on
Grogu—Luke does not yet realize his own contributions to the same harmful binary that caused
so much conflict in his father as a young man and would eventually do the same to his nephew.
Unfortunately, it appears he will not learn this lesson unless and until something terrible happens,
like when Ben turns to the Dark side and destroys Luke’s Jedi temple and slaughters the other
students.
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Figure 3: Facing Grogu, Luke lays out the Mandalorian armor that Din Djarin had assembled for the child on the left
and Yoda’s old lightsaber on the right. These items symbolize the choice Luke asks Grogu to make between his
relationship with Din and his training as a Jedi. Image courtesy of Lucasfilm.

Both a perpetrator and a victim of the galaxy’s oppressive binarized systems like good
and evil or toxic performances of traditional masculinity, young Luke of the original trilogy has
yet to understand the potentially harmful nature of the binary he perpetuates. Despite this, his
redemption of his father Darth Vader is an active attempt at deconstructing that binary. By
bringing Vader back to the Light side, Luke nullifies the finality of Anakin’s fall that Obi-Wan,
Yoda, and the Jedi of the prequels considered permanent. The permanence of Anakin’s actions as
Darth Vader are indeed irreversible, like slaughtering younglings at the Jedi Temple at the end of
Episode III: Revenge of the Sith specifically, or more generally his complicity in the terror of the
Empire as Emperor Palpatine’s lifelong pupil; however, Star Wars suggests that through actions
like Luke’s, or even that of Rey’s in relation to Kylo Ren’s arc, supposedly evil people are
“redeemable.” Even so, we never see the social implications of Darth Vader nor Kylo Ren’s
redemptions because they die immediately after the fact. It would indeed be difficult, confusing,
and awkward for Luke to bring Darth Vader to the Rebels and explain his change of heart (same
for Rey and Kylo Ren), but the absence of this consideration in the films and the immediate
deaths of these redeemed figures absolves them of the arduous and complicated process of
atonement.
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Figure 4: Force ghost Yoda returns to remind Luke that failure is not final and is in fact a core tenet of the lessons a
Jedi must teach their pupils. Image courtesy of Lucasfilm.

Returning to sequel Luke, his arc within Episode VIII: The Last Jedi in particular is the
film franchise’s best attempt at illustrating a man who willingly undergoes significant humility
and sacrifice for the sake of the greater “good” and counters traditional masculinity by explicitly
acknowledging his shortcomings and their external consequences on others. This is not an
introspective journey Luke takes out of the blue: his turning point in Episode VIII is when his
former Master Yoda returns via Force ghost to knock some sense into him (figure 4). When Luke
hesitates to light aflame the tree that houses the Jedi texts, Yoda appears behind him and follows
through on the deed with a classic Yoda giggle:
Luke: The sacred Jedi texts!
Yoda: Oh. Read them, have you?
Luke: Well, I…
Yoda: Page turners, they were not. Yes, yes, yes. Wisdom they held, but that library
contained nothing that the girl Rey does not already possess. Hmm… Skywalker, still looking to
the horizon. Never here, now, hmm? The need in front of your nose. Hmm?
Luke: I was weak. Unwise.
Yoda: Lost Ben Solo, you did. Lose Rey, we must not.
Luke: I can’t be what she needs me to be.
Yoda: Heeded my words not, did you? Pass on what you have learned. Strength, mastery.
But weakness, folly, failure also. Yes, failure most of all. The greatest teacher, failure is. Luke,
we are what they grow beyond. That is the true burden of all masters.
(Johnson, 2017)
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Here Yoda provides a decisive lesson for a dejected Luke: while Luke has the right idea
by suggesting that things start anew by burning down “the tree, the texts, the Jedi” (Johnson,
2017), his intentions are misplaced. This Luke still believes that his failure to help Ben was
definitive, that Rey’s hope in redeeming Kylo is unrealistic, that his destiny now is to die a
miserable and ashamed hermit on Ahch-To. Yoda gleefully shows him otherwise: yes,
over-diligence and excessive adherence to a set of religious texts and dogma might not always
produce the best results, but the core of the texts and the dogma are what should be preserved
and valued in tandem with the lived experiences of anyone who encounters them. By reminding
Luke that Rey already possesses the kind of wisdom that the texts hold, Yoda is pointing out that
the lessons Rey learned throughout her life—either by nineteen years of solitude on Jakku or
through friends like Han Solo, Finn, and Leia—are equally as important to her Jedi training as
the books are, so they may not be necessary for her. However, in a blink-and-you’ll-miss-it shot
later in the film when Finn opens a compartment aboard the Millennium Falcon, he pulls out a
drawer with the books nestled inside, confirming their safety because Rey took them with her
when she left Ahch-To. Here is where the sequel trilogy sets up its potentially most rewarding
departure from the norms of Star Wars films before it, suggesting that maybe the strict emotional
detachment and by-the-book teachings ought to be relaxed in the pursuit of a more well-rounded
Jedi, but the rest of Episode VIII and then Episode IX after it fall back on the normative Jedi-Sith
binary by continuing to refer to Rey as a Jedi instead of pursuing the Gray Jedi concept (which,
although explored in other Star Wars media, was not included in the official canon after Disney’s
accumulation of Lucasfilm in 2012). Rey’s Jedi training under Leia in Episode IX further
reiterates the sequels’ falling back onto the binaristic division of the Force.
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Figure 5: Facing off against Kylo Ren, Luke Skywalker employs Force projection to trick Kylo and provide the
Resistance with more time to escape, but also uses it to apologize to his nephew. Image courtesy of Lucasfilm.

While Luke’s lightsaber showdown with Kylo Ren (pictured in figure 5) is more or less a
galactic “pissing contest” as classified by pop culture writer Kayti Burt (2018), it serves multiple
purposes hidden behind the single goal of schooling Kylo in front of the entire First Order and
Resistance: “the showdown is a distraction, … an illusion that an able-to-learn-from-his-mistakes
Luke is in on and Kylo Ren is not. It only has power if you give it power, and Luke is no longer
playing this game” (Burt, 2018). When it is revealed that Luke is Force projecting across the
galaxy in a badass effort to call Kylo’s bluff, his intentions are revealed in turn. At the surface
level, facing Kylo is an ironic callback to the very thing Luke sarcastically told Rey he’d never
do at the beginning of the movie: “You think what, I’m gonna walk out with a laser sword and
face down the whole First Order?” (Johnson, 2017). On a deeper level, the fact that Luke is just a
projection on Crait and eventually dies from the exertion of his Force powers demonstrates at
last his recognition that his own old ways of living and viewing the galaxy are finitely effective
and constructive, even harmful, and he says as much to Kylo: “I failed you, Ben. I’m sorry”
(Johnson, 2017). Luke’s Force projection is simultaneously a standoff preceding a lightsaber
fight that will never happen, and an opportunity both for the remaining Resistance members to
make their escape and for Luke to apologize to his nephew. “Luke’s decision not to engage in the
fight against the First Order is not depicted as a lack of bravery but rather as a realization that he
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and his style of masculine heroics have outrun their use. He is also less sure of the force’s[sic]
absolute nature, the dark[sic] side versus the light[sic] side, a theme that was central to all
previous Star Wars films” (Hakola et al., 2021). At this point, Luke’s story is no longer front and
center as it was in the original trilogy; his role and additionally that of Han Solo’s and Leia
Organa’s in the sequel trilogy are a collective, generational “passing [of] the torch” (Hakola et
al., 2021) to the new generation of Star Wars characters.
When Rey tries to copy Luke’s self-shaming behavior and live the rest of her days in
exile on Ahch-To in Episode IX: The Rise of Skywalker, his Force ghost emerges—reminiscent
of that scene in Episode VI: Return of the Jedi when Luke encounters Obi-Wan as a Force
ghost—to remind her why this choice is a silly one. Luke tells her he was wrong and “it was
fear” that drove him to exile (Abrams, 2019). Rey confesses that she is afraid turning to the Dark
side herself, but this Force ghost Luke is far wiser than his pre-sequel counterpart: whereas
before with Ben he was equally fearful of the potential for darkness within his student and
nephew, this time he recognizes that repressing and fearing that darkness will only lead to pain.
Ben’s allegiance was already with Snoke before Luke could change anything, but he knows that
Rey’s nature, while similarly insecure like Ben’s, is not so desperate that she will attach herself
to the first thing that gives her a sense of identity like Ben did with Snoke after feeling
abandoned and judged by his family.
Luke: I was wrong. It was fear that kept me here. What are you most afraid of?
Rey: Myself.
Luke: Because you’re a Palpatine. Leia knew it too.
Rey: She didn’t tell me. She still trained me.
Luke: Because she saw your spirit, your heart. Rey, some things are stronger than blood.
Confronting fear is the destiny of a Jedi. Your destiny. If you don’t face Palpatine, it will mean
the end of the Jedi. And the war will be lost. There’s something my sister would want you to
have.
Rey: Leia’s saber.
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Luke: It was the last night of her training. Leia told me that she had sensed the death of
her son at the end of her Jedi path. She surrendered her saber to me and said that one day… it
would be picked up again, by someone who would finish her journey. A thousand generations
live in you now. But this is your fight. You’ll take both sabers to Exegol.
Rey: I can’t get there. I don’t have the Wayfinder, I destroyed Ren’s ship.
Luke: You have everything you need.
(Abrams, 2019)
By telling Rey she has everything she needs, Luke inadvertently repeats the same words Leia
uttered to Rey at the end of Episode VIII: The Last Jedi when the remnants of the Resistance
escaped Crait on the Millennium Falcon. By lifting the X-wing starfighter out of the depths of
the ocean in Episode IX: The Rise of Skywalker, something he failed to do on Dagobah in
Episode V: The Empire Strikes Back, Luke finally completes his training as a Jedi and
demonstrates to Rey the cyclical nature of the Force and the Star Wars galaxy at large: “the
completion of Luke’s training occurs near the end of The Rise of Skywalker, well after he has
become a Jedi master and even after he has become one with the Force” (Patell, 2021). By
acknowledging his own failures and those of the Jedi, Luke recognizes the imperfections of the
galaxy around him and leans into them instead of hiding from them. There is no simple,
straightforward path to one’s best self under the crushing weight of unrealistic institutionalized
expectations, only the humbling and enduring back-and-forth of trial and error.

Figure 6: Returning as a Force ghost like his mentors Obi-Wan Kenobi and Yoda did before him, Luke consoles a
heartbroken Rey before he equips her with what she needs to defeat Palpatine. Image courtesy of Lucasfilm.
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In her 1987 book Borderlands/La Frontera, cultural, queer, and feminist theorist Gloria
Anzaldúa outlines the lifelong labor of “mestiza consciousness,” the ways in which Chicana
women coming from two or more cultures must learn to straddle each one in conjunction with
her identity. Similar to the manufactured borders between nation-states—or that of the good-bad
binary within Star Wars—the mestiza is bound by the unrealistic and rigid boundaries of
whiteness, heteronormativity, and patriarchy, which are ultimately unlivable and unsustainable
for individuals who resist ascriptions to these norms:
The borders and walls that are supposed to keep the undesirable ideas out are entrenched
habits and patterns of behavior; these habits and patterns are the enemy within. Rigidity
means death. Only by remaining flexible is she able to stretch the psyche horizontally and
vertically. La mestiza constantly has to shift out of habitual formations; from convergent
thinking, analytical reasoning that tends to use rationality to move toward a single goal (a
Western mode), to divergent thinking, characterized by movement away from set patterns
and goals and toward a more whole perspective, one that includes rather than excludes.
(Anzaldúa, 1987)
Anzaldúa’s ideas undergird Lucas Miranda’s conclusions about Episode VIII: The Last Jedi,
which I want to expand to encompass the Star Wars film franchise as a whole: “The lesson is to
find the balance in the midst of all chaos one has lived so far, and thus to embrace one’s conflict,
to challenge one’s politics, to challenge one’s philosophy, to accept one’s failures and mistakes,
and then to pass on all the knowledge there attained and all the experiences there lived” (2018). I
want to make note of the fact that there is a marked distinction between the stakes of Anzaldúa’s
work and the stakes of Star Wars: while the oppression Anzaldúa outlines is true and real, Star
Wars is a fictional universe with fictional stakes and conflicts, but the underlying themes are
worth comparing to the struggles of life under a capitalist-patriarchal-white supremacist world
order. Moreover, film as a subgenre of art is a medium through which political messages and
lessons have always been conveyed and will continue to do so until the end of time.
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Expanding outside of dualistic thinking and worldviews in fantasy like Star Wars allows
us to explore how to break down other oppressive barriers in our own real world; encountering
that in entertainment and art as a whole allows us to experience another’s journey through their
own breaking of barriers and deconstruction of binaries, find identity through these experiences,
and curate solidarity through them as well. As the final installment for the three-trilogy
Skywalker saga, Episode IX: Rise of Skywalker remains firmly grounded in the very binaries that
perpetuate evil, hinder personal growth, and stunt the arcs of characters who emerge with great
potential to operate outside the binaries themselves. Thus, balance for Star Wars and its viewers
is not an exclusion of “bad” in order for “good” to prevail, but balance as an incorporation of all
in order to survive: good, bad, ugly, beautiful, success, failure. Star Wars is and always will be
about resistance and rebellion, but not the kind that pits one side against another. It is about
rebellion against the very structures that rigidly define and limit individuals and their abilities to
exist in different systems. Star Wars successfully identifies the ways in which these concepts are
compartmentalized into simplistic binaries and result in varying manifestations of failure,
inviting us as viewers to engage with them critically through mediums like this very thesis, but
ultimately the films themselves fall short—that is, they fail— to move beyond these
constructions. Yoda’s wisdom for Luke, then, is wisdom for Star Wars as a whole: “The greatest
teacher, failure is.”
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